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Two-Day Fast To Raise 
Nuclear Consciousness 
By Brian P. Walsh 
Wednesday, April 13th to 
Friday, A]lril 15th, a concerned 
group of Ilthaca College studen-
ts will comduct a Fast/Vigil in 
front of the student union in an 
attempt to raise awareness 
about the Nuclear Arms Race. 
Yet, more specifically, they are 
concerned! with two more im-
minent issues: The deployment 
of the Pershing II missle as well 
as the deployment of the Cruise 
missle in Europe. 
The group, which call them-
selves the Coalition of students 
who want peace, is not a club or 
organizatiiDn, but is supported 
in their effort by the Ithaca 
College organization called 
S.T.A .N.D. According to 
Mark Au:stin, who is leading the 
project, tlhe deployment of these 
missles in December 1983 
presents a very dangerous 
situation. Currently, the 
amount of time it takes to hit 
Russia wEth one of our missles is 
15 minn1tes. With the 
deployment- of the Pershing II 
and Cruise missiles, the attack 
time is reduced to six to eight 
minutes. Consequently, this in-
creases the danger of an ac-
cidental nuclear war, because of 
the decreased time to respond. 
The Russians are more likely to 
misread or misinterpret such an 
attack and as a result · will 
"launch ·on warning." In 1979 
·an accident such as this almost 
occured. The United States 
misread a Soviet attack; it took 
six minutes to realize it was an 
error. There are a number of 
mistakes similar to this which 
add to the already unstable 
sit~iation. It is important to also 
note that these missiles are not 
defense missiles, but first strike 
missiles. 
Despite the thousands of 
protestors, with the support of 
West Germany, President 
Reagan is determined to put the 
missiles in Europe. Austin 
stresses however, that "the 
dangers are very real." In West 
Germany, 108 Pershing n 
missiles will be deployed. Each 
is capable of hitting within thir-
ty yards of it s target and has a 
range of 1000 miles. The cost 
estimate is 2.8 billion dollars. 
The Cruise missile, on the other 
hand, will be deployed in 
Britain, Italy, Belgium, We~t 
Germany, and the Netherlands. 
They are capable of hitting 
within 10-20 yards of their 
target as well as being able to fly 
within 50 to 200 feet above 
ground, in order to avoid radar. 
They contain a 200 kilton 
warhead; more than 15 times 
more powerful-than the bomb 
dropped on Hiroshima. 
How does the Reagan ad-
ministration Justify such 
deployMPnt? Austin cited, 
Russia'~ SS-4'sSS-5'sana SS-20's 
missiles, · placed in Western 
Russia aimed at Europe. 
Another issue which the 
Fast/Vigil group would like to 
be made clear_ is the zero-zero 
plan. . This plan calls for the 
withdraw! of all Soviet missiles 
continued on page 15 
Students conducting a Fast/Vigil outside the Union 
Herpes: 
Public 
Awareness And 
Responsibiliiy 
mouth of a bottle, or a toilet 
By Donna Dubuc seat with a herpes victim who 
There are 50 to a 150 million has open sores. 
Holo_caust Rememberance 
Day 
people who cannot afford to be A herpes sufferer undergoing 
free lovers, who worry more a recurrence of viral activity, 
about organisms than orgasms. which is indicated by the erup-
These Americans have herpes. tion of clusters of blisters in or 
A sexually transmitted viral in- around the genital, oral, or anal 
fection which is spreading cavities, is highly contagious. 
across the continent in epidemic During such reoccurence, all 
proportions. The herpes sim- sexual activity must be ab-
plex virus is a threat.a everyone, stained .. Before the lesions ac-
not just those of a specific social tually blister, the virus is present 
stratification, religion, race, or at the place of erruption days 
gender. . before the actual inflammation. 
;-· ---·Due to the spacial proximity This prodromal stage is also 
by Ann,e Freita.s the hands of the Third Reich 
Outsiide the union students of Germany. The poetry of 
were shivering. Eyes full of in- children was read, tugging at -
tense toncentration, some the hearts of those nearby-. It 
filled with tears, gazed at the was concluded with silence. 
speaker who broke the silence. The commemoration con-
It -w.as a solemn day for" tinued inside the CroSSl'oads 
those who chose to bring the where literature, posters, and 
fear oi the Holocaust into a film portrayed Hitlers rise to 
their co,11sciousness. · power, the subsequent an-
. Eacb year on Yorn tisemitism and the final 
Hasho2b, Day of Remem- solution of genocide. . 
beranc:e, people gather to It is not comfortable for any 
rememlber the atrocities com- of i.is. Friends of Israel, the 
mitted. against their anscestors sponsoring group, felt that 
a generation ago. they needed to increa_se 
On Friday April eigth, awareness . by publicly inf or;. 
studen£s clustered ,.c;)litsiqe th~ ming the Ithaca College com-
union respectfully bea"ring munity, 
black arm bands _to perform a Perry Fine,· a representative 
vigil fo-r the six rnillior J~sind of Friends of.Israel rem~ked 
' - " ''\"_'.I others'. {w'tid ~er~ 'mhld~red1 t,s,--: ·''itliB;S beconie' persohally im;;·· 
:·····-::--~ -
portant to me. Everyone and sexual promiscbity of contagious, but is preempted by 
should be reminded of the college students, they should a tingling, burning, itching sen-
Holocaust. The Jews wer~ not particularly be aware of the sation . which herpes sufferers 
the only sufferers. The ideas herpes simplex virus's sym- should learn to recognu.e as the 
behind the Holocaust are ptoms and signs, as well as commencement of the con-
something to really fe.lr and means of transmission. . tagium. 
we must be reminded of the Herpes is generally spread by Communi~tion, education, 
past to be wary of the future.'' direct contact with an open and precaution are the best 
The message P.romoted by lesion containing the herpes means of protecting · oneself 
the group should be cle~r · The virus. Since viruses are non- from the herpe!i virus. 
rise of hatred, racism, and ex- living parasitic substances, they However, if contact occurs, the 
termination are not isolated possess the ability to sustain symptoms will surface. within 
events. ·~·Hatred, bigotry, and themselves for a few-ho_~rs out ten days. The initial ou~-
even Holocaust (Nuclear) are of a cellular host. This viral of the virus is characterii.ed by . 
very much a past of our own . characteristic poses a special · the formation· .of ~ -cl~ of 
existence. Only throug~ · threat of infection thrQugh the blisters filled with an· op.ique-
awareness can we -"never medium in inanimate objects. liquid; This epid~ · uifec 
again" be annhilated; by BeiJig aware· ,of t~ ·mar~al tion. is an. indicatjon of' tit~-::,=.:-.·-\ 
forgetting, . the chances of· threat would mean precaution- m~taboli~m's imm~noJo_gi~l. · _.-
reoccuraµcemcrease. . ' when sharing' articles of ·.' . . . ' . : _. .. _. ,-- ,·", ·.,-, .· ... ·-
ttn. ·--'pnnatn>J" · ·d is..;-4,. :-, ~· 1.: ... 0 d. ··;,..·,~, ,_, ,., ·.-a;,.ntillf!ed1Jf{J1(18eJ($.· ... ,_ · .. -:, t<;!J(J. ~ - ~--q-.... ,: t .t •. ~ •• .,... I;: 0!"'1-~.ll§ ")8l:,1uOJU.Jle,"' ePII~): !,\UC ~ . ·~ o'J ~ ... ... , .... ~ • " ~1\ . • ,, _, ... I'•<~ (. ~ ,, ,.J • ~ ' .1 \ I ~ 
~'i't .. ', ,, ... ,.,,;: i - , •• , ••• , •,,.' ~ • -l ~' ~.; r, ~-' ,. -·~·, ••• "), , • ,' '• r , 
,-. , • , • , , ,· , r ,.· ' I '' 
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INQUIRER 
Question: What do yolll want 
to see in-the Ithacan next year? 
Teri Kat:z 
Business; Mang. '86 Kelly Griffen Management '85 
Better cover stories." Tim Hollrnes Recreation '85 
"Local r1ews." 
Lou Barbato Dan Greellwald 
Finance '8S History '~6 
"More interesting articles per- "A weekfly campus caJander., 
taining to campus activities." 
Pam Manganaro David Ree-d 
Exploratory '86 Managemant '8S 
Sue Jessup "A movie= timetable, 
Hospital Administratim. '8S guide Iistil'.lgs" 
"What are I.C. graduates 
doing now." 
Carol Rifenburg 
TV-R '86 
"More Exciting features.'" 
Kristina ~Vilson 
Tberaputic Rec. '8S 
Tracy Ka:ye 
Accounting '84 
and TV 
"More Photography." 
Have a question for the lths:ii:Ao 
Inquirer? Lei us know! Send It to, the 
llhaaln In Clft of the photo edltdlr. 
Thamgang! 
!OIIAC..Ac.t1t.UCI 
---
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Editorial 
Professors have been doing it to students all 
semester long, arid now students can do it to them. 
Student evaluations, an all important part of any 
course. Now that student evaluations have become 
a routine part of every course, one should still 
question if the student evaluation pro~ess is being 
taken seriously by both students and faculty. 
When students are asked to fill out an evaluation 
they are always asked to "take it seriously". Gran-
ted some students don't take evaluations seriously,. 
but most do. And if a student feels deluded or 
frustrated over a course, they are more likely to fill 
out the evaluation with extreme sincerity. 
How . well are professors and the various 
academic schools dealing with student 
evaluations? Not very well. Why is it that some 
tenured professors don't let their students Jill ou:. 
evaluations? True, maybe the evaluations can't be 
held over their heads for tenure. But wouldn't these 
professors at least like to know what students think 
of them? 
Why is it that last Spring semester one professor 
told his class there was some tampering with 
student evaluations. It seems some professor wan-
ted to sway his tenure review into his 1 ivor. 
Although all the facts and· details of this incident 
are not known the question of how could su-=h a 
thing even be attempted still remains. 
THE ITHACAN is not advocating a change in 
the student evaluation process. THE ITHACAN 
feels it is a good system. Students are allowed to 
voice approval or disapproval for· both their 
professors and courses. But in light of students 
being asked to take evaluations seriously, it is a 
rather ha:rd thing to accept. After all professors and 
acadeJ;I1ic schools are not necessarily giving it all of 
their sincerity. 
B.D.W. 
April 14, 1983 
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To the Editor: 
Op Ed.s and Letters 
Re §-id en tt n :ai'fi L nit~ 9 § 
6 
'living/learning exp~rienc(e9 9 
available from 12 a.m. to 7 
a.m. and the other was a floor 
member who covered her 
phone from 7 p.m. to mid-
night. (This person had been 
selected for a Resident 
Assistant position but had 
THE ITHACAN. 3 
As concerned students we 
feel it is our responsibility to 
open up for examination the 
hypocrisy and politicking 
which permeates the Residen-
tial Life System. The Ithaca 
College community needs to 
be aware of several issues. 
One ideology that Residen-
tial Life stresses is that it is a 
support group that fosters 
community sensitivity, percep-
tion, understanding and sup-
port of one another. Recently 
this ideology was proven to be 
falsehood filled with "empty 
words" when "put to the test" 
by Lynn D' Angona, a 
Resident Assistant in Eastman 
Hall. 
· turned it down). If it Qad not 
been an absolute emergency 
for Lynn to go home, and if 
she had had more support 
from her staff she would never 
have chosen a non-R.A. to 
cover her telephone. Upon her 
return from home, Lynn was 
terminated without a chance 
for explanation or appeal. In 
lieu of the circumstances 
sider the disciplinary action 
taken - agains·t Lynn 
D' Angona. We are fully aware 
of the magnitude of the 
situation, but we believe that 
the action taken is un-
necessarily harsh in view of 
her positive and enthusiastic 
attitude toward her Residen-
tial Assistant position and all 
of Eastman Hall. 
If the Residential Life Staff 
is really for the residents, we 
urge that you consider our 
position in this matter which 
directly concerns our interests. 
We would like to express 
our strong support of Lynn, 
and we would like to see her 
remain an R.A. in Eastman 
Hall. 
beneficial and balanced 
living/learning experience, 
why is it that when students 
finally emerge from a cloud of 
passivity and apathy and in 
turn, ask for something that 
would be in their best in-
terests, their interests are 
denied??? 
A petition is more than a 
"nice gesture", it is a valid 
statement of concerns. In this 
case, it was not only a 
statement of student concerns, 
but a type of appeal process. 
Unfortunately, Residential 
Life often has a· difficult time 
assessing student needs and 
recognJZJng that appeal 
processes are a part of a 
democratic justice system. The 
word "appeal" seems to be 
invisible in Residntial Life 
philosophy and policy. In 
cases such as Lynn's, the only 
people Resident Assistants are 
able to turn to for support and 
appeal are the very people that 
disciplined or terminated them 
in the first place. What sort of 
appeal process and/ or support 
system is this??? 
The Residential Life System 
is plagued with inconsistencies 
in its disciplinary measures. 
Why is it that two Terrace 
Resident Assistants were only 
put on probation after com-
pletely shirking their duty 
responsibilities that very same 
weekend? On the Saturday 
evening of Easter weekend, 
these two Resident Assistants 
were late in returning for their 
7:00 p.m. duty respon-
sibilities. In fact, they did not 
return until 3:00 a.m .. In the 
meanwhile, they had left their 
telephones "off the hook" 
and their areas uncovered. 
What would have happened if 
an emergency had occurred 
and the student in need 
reached · a busy signal? At 
least, in Lynn's case someone 
was covering her telephone the 
entire evening who was infor-
med of what to do in case of 
an emergency. Why probation 
for the Terrace incident and 
termination for the Eastman 
incident? With three weeks 
On the Friday of Easter 
Weekend, Lynn was scheduled 
for duty. Because of a com-
plicated personal matter it was 
urgent for her to go home. Af-
ter a desperate search to find a 
subsitute, the only solution in 
her eyes was to split the duty 
night with two people. One 
was a Resi<;lent Assistant on 
her staff who was only 
. surroundin~ her decision and 
her past record, we feel that 
-Lynn's actions do not warrant 
her dismissal, but other 
probationary measures in-
stead. Sixty-six members of 
her residence hall also felt this 
way. The following petition 
was submitted by them to 
Residential Life on behalf of 
Lynn D' Angona: 
Sincerely, 
The Residents of Eastman 
Hall" 
When this pet1t10n was 
presented to Residential· Life, 
it ·was disregared and thought 
of "as a nice gesture". This 
leads us to an alarming 
question. If one of the main 
ideologies of Residential Life 
is the promotion · of a 
"Dear Maria Pinto, 
We would like to respec-
tfully request that you recon- continued on page 14 
Library Monitor~ Are 
Babysitters! 
Ot,; ,' 
· To The Editor 
I am responding to a 
previous editorial in which 
someone complained about 
non-existent library monitors. 
When I was asked to be a 
library monitor my initial 
reaction was a 'very hesitant 
one. I could not help but 
wonder about the calibh of 
some of the students at a 
college where someone has to 
tell adults not to make noise in 
the library. However, a buck 
is a buck so I took the job. 
My job is to ask noisy 
people to·stop making noise. 
Sounds simple enough. Let 
me share some of the respon-
ses people have given when l 
have asked them to be quiet. 
The more interesting, but· 
common ones· were:"Leave 
me- alone, I will talk if I want 
to; I am sorry about the noise, 
why don't we go into the back 
seat of my car and let me make 
it up to you; and Do you want 
to go downtown with me?" 
Of course, the most common 
response is to completely 
ignore the fact that someone 
has just asked you to be quiet. 
Running a close second in 
popularity is to be quiet as 
soon as & monitor approaches, 
but then start to· talk as soori 
as they turn the corner. Some 
other fun nights at the library 
included Christmas carolers, 
quasi cheerleaders, and giving 
rides on the book carts. 
Again, I am still wondering 
about the quality of some (not 
all) of the students at rthaca . 
It is time to stop blaming 
the library monitors and the 
"sound" construction of the 
building. After all, monitors 
are_ not babysitters and · a 
building cannot talk.· ·The 
bkµne can only be . placed on 
... those. .that. make . the .noise. 
It has been my experience 
that it is the same people that 
make a disturbing amount of 
noise. Keeping this in mind. I 
would like to propose two 
possible solurions. First, con-
stant abusers of the library 
should be treated like those 
that abuse other priviledges. 
If someone abuses dorm 
priviledges, they are per-
manently removed from the 
dorm. Chronic abusers of the 
library should have their 
library priviledges revoked for 
a semester or two. Just as 
someone can find other 
places to live, one can find 
other libraries to socialize in 
(let's.face it, they are not using 
the resources). As much as I 
would like to see this enforced, 
I do admit that some find this 
an extreme infringement upon noise in the library. If you students truly perceive 
their educational right to make By the way, for those of you yourselves as adults, my 
noise in the library of their wondering why food - is not challenge to you is simple. 
choice. Therefore, I propose allowed in the library, the an- Pr O v e it · 
a second s~lution: Let's swer is obvious. You should Asian Chasson 
pretend that we are all civilized° see the mess you leave behind. Physical Education '83 
·educated adults that are con- 0 
siderate of the rights of others. I Il1fHA CAN IP ®licw 
Let's also pretend that the ·1 J 
li?r_ary is a place for quiet, !n-. The (TffA(.~N iM proud to be able to publiah correspondence 
d1v1dual study (not groups) m-·1 form the l'ollege community that accurately re_nec~ _the 
stead of a place to _compare. viewpoint of individuals and/or campua organazauonn. 
last weekends ?ramat1c adven- However. we l"e!lpect our responsibility _ to provide only-
tu~e~. I reahze tha~ a v~ry legitimate letters with public forum. 
?1m1mal amount of d1scuss1on BecaU1;ie of this, the ITHACAN requires the following format 
1s nec~ssary, but have you ever for letteni Hubmitted for publication: 
heard of whispering? ls it 
really necessary to see who can l. Name, major and year of gradu~ti~n. 'Will be withheld 
.. make the most noise packing 
and unpacking books from upon request. 
backpacks? What I am saying 2-: Phone number and addreea. 
is -use a little common sense, 
and do not make disruptive 3• Typed neatly ~nd no longer than tw~ ty~written paget1. 
4. Spelling corree,_d. tWe will not do it-f~r the euthor.t 
This Summer · Correspondence may be sent through intercampus mail to · the ITHACAN, Basement of Landon H~ flff-campua 
correspondents may ~ OB at THE ITHACA$~ '.Base~)•f 
Landon Hell, ltheea:College, Ithaca~ NY -1~. AU lepe):8 
must be ~Yed by 5:00 p.~. MmulaY Bftemoon At Cornell University you can enjoy a 
remarkable variety of courses and 
lear11ing. opportunities. In a setting of 
beautiful lak.es, parks, ravines, and 
waterfalls, you can fulfill requirements, 
accelerale your degree program, or 
simply take the courses that you've 
always put off. Ithaca, a small 
cosmopolitan city, is located in a 
magnificent, varied countryside ~hat 
offers you water sports and ball games, 
climbing and camping, theater and 
outdoor concerts, soaring and biking, 
birding and hiking ... Call or write to see 
for yourself why'Cornell is the place-you 
should be this· summer. 
Cornell University Summer Session 
Bl2 Ives Hall-Box S6 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
(Hl/256-4981 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
.H&H 
· LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSESTUQUORSWRE 
-TO/. C. C'AMPUS 
· 21 ·8 ON THE COl'vlMONS 
1
·'Featurlng the Finest Selectlon 
· of N. Y. State Wines" 
272-2111 
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Happy Birthday Israel 
1'0 the Editor 
This coming Sunday is the 
thirty- sixth an~iversary of the 
birth of the Jewish State of 
Israel. I feel it important .to 
write of the accomplishments 
of this tiny nation and of my 
pride over how she has 
managed to overcome the will 
of various adversaries to 
destroy her. The Jewish State 
of Israel was established in the 
wake of the murder of six 
million European Jews, a 
massacre perpetrated by a 
group of filthy, criminal, 
demented, and perverted fien-
ds known as the National 
Socialist Party. The 
establishment of a Jewish 
State in Palestine in May 
1948·, was the reali7~tinn of a 
dream which never died during 
the 2000 long years of the per-· 
secution ·suffered by the Jews 
in. t'he Diaspora. American 
President Harry S. Truman 
was the first world leader to 
recognize the existence of the 
Jewish state in reaction to the 
condemnation of this very 
nation by the entire Arab 
world 
In the past 16 years since the 
Six Days War of June 1967, 
the Israeli government has 
constantly been looked upon 
as an aggressive, . brutal and 
almost fascist military op-
pressor of the Palestinian 
people who have no 
homeland. I feel it important 
to look at a few basic facts of 
history in order to prove 
otherwise. After the 
establishment of the Jewish 
state in May 1948, seven Arab 
armies attacked with planes, fought a war of attrition in Jewish nation in Israel Jordanian occupation of the 
tanks, ships and hundreds of which many Israeli settlers in. (Palestine) and various Arab Old City of Jerusalem). The 
thousands of men. The Jewish the occupied lands were mur- terrorist organizations have very existence of the state of 
citizens had an army of about dered . by the terrorist inurdered at least 800 innocent Israel is living proof that a 
ten thousand men with which organization known as civilians in Israel since 1973. · land which is a desert can be 
they could defend tltemselves. Black September. On October More important than the turned into a land of flowing 
The superiority of the Jewish 6, 1973, the armies of Egypt violence which has pervaded milk and honey. Finally, 
military leaders and intelligen- and Syria attacked Israel on over her entire 35 years as a Israel bases its political, 
ce organization enabled a the highest holy day in the sovereign state, Israel has economic, and social structure 
tremendous and miraculous Jewish religion, Yorn Kippur. made tremendous advances-in on the principles of free enter-
victory to ensue for the Jews. The Israeli positions in the oc- the fields of agriculture, prise, democracy, the 
In the years between 1949 cupied areas were overrun by medicine, communications, freedoms of speech, press, 
and 1956, Jewish settlements the advancing Arabs due t~ and technology on the whole voting and religion, as well as 
in the southern part of Israel the fact that the Israeli's for the benefit of the world. - the personal liberties that the 
were attacked and Israeli deliberately avoided the pre- The Israeli's have con- United States Constitution is 
civilians were killed by Egyp- emptive first strike (which they tinuously provided the Arabs based on. We should be proud 
tian suppported terrorists. In had used in destroying the of the occupied territories with that a nation such. as Israel 
1956, the Egyptians attempted Arabs in 1967) in order to hospitals, universities,secon- exists, while so many people 
to close the straits of Tiran to show the world that they dary schools,· communication are constantly trying to 
all foreign ships inc!uding weren't the aggressors the lines, and most important of destroy her. We should be 
those of Israel. The nations of media has portrayed them as. all, free access to worship at proud as Jews, as Americans, 
France, Great Britain and This- gesture cost the Israeli's the Moslem holy places in the and as human beings. 
Israel fought against Egypt in 5000 lives. The Arab nations Old City of Jerusalem (a Thank you, 
the crisis of Suez in order to of the world continue to con- privilege denied -to the Jews Daniel A. Sussman 
prevent the economic demn the existence of an oncier the nineteen years of History '84 
strangulation caused by the ..... ==-..:a;;.aa...===-------""--------------------....;;;.::.:.~::_::..:.._ 
possible Egyptian 
nationalization of the straits. 
In June 1967, Israel attacked 
Egypt because the Nassar 
government closed the straits 
of Tiran again as well as 
amassing over one hundred 
thousand troops on the joint 
Egyptian-Israeli border. Syria 
and Jordan also participated 
in Nassar's plan to dismantle 
the Jewish state. The war 
lasted six days and the Israeli·~ 
won a smashing victory. Israel 
occupied the Sinai desert from 
Egypt, The Golan Heights 
from Syria, the West Bank of 
the Jordan River, as well as 
the Old City of Jerusalem. 
Since the Six Days War, the 
Israeli's and the Pales.tinians 
We Must Never Forget 
To the Editor: 
The twenty seventh day of 
Nisan on the Jewish calendar, 
. April tenth, is a very impor-
tant day. It is the day we 
remember the Holocaust. 
Yorn Hashoa. Isn't it a shame 
we make a conscious effort to 
remember such an important 
event in our immediate past 
only one day out of the 365 in 
a year. 
On Friday, April 8th, there 
was a vigil held in memory of 
all those killed during the 
Holocaust. Being a Fresh-
man, I do not know from per-
. . 
-
sonal experience what hap-
pened last year, but I heard 
that the vigil was attended by a 
large crowd of people, was 
televised, and people really 
remembered. This year it was 
quite a disappointment. 
About two dozen people stood 
and listened to the vigil and 
the few short, but meaningful 
speeches. Some went inside to 
·watch the film being shown. 
Yorn Hashoa is not only to 
be remembered by the Jews. 
Besides the six million Jews 
killed by the Nazis, another six 
million people were murdered. 
Among the hundreds of 
thousands of non-Jews sent by 
the Nazis to concentration 
camps were anti-Nazis, 
Jehovah's Witnesses, 
homosexuals, ,the mentally 
and chronically ill, the 
disabled, and the Blacks. In 
addition, more than 250,000 
Gypsies were murdered. 
The adults and politically 
active were- not the oply suf-
ferers of Nazi persecution. In 
one concentration <:amp alone, 
Terezin, a total of 15,000 
continued on page 5 
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continued from page 4 
children under· the age of 15 
passed through the gates, of 
these, only 100 came out. The 
children knew the feelings of 
:Pain and suffering. They 
knew they were-not going to be 
allowed to live. They wrote 
beautiful and meaningful 
poetry to show the way they 
felt. For example . . -
The Buuerfly 
Th~ last, the very last, so richly, 
brightly 
dazzingly yellow. 
Perhaps if lhe sun's tears would 
sing 
against a white stone .. 
Such, such a yellow is carried 
lightly way up high. 
It wenl away I'm sure becallSe it 
wi.~he,l lo kiss the world goodbye. 
For seven weeks I've lived in here, 
penned up inside this ghetto, 
But 'i found my peopk here. 
The · dandelions call me 
And thP. white chestnut candles in 
lhe court. 
Only I net'er saw another butter-
!(,. 
That butterfl_y was the last one. 
Butterflies don't li1•e in- here .. lrz 
tlie · ghetto. 
In many conc'entration 
camps, so called ''medical ex-
periments" were carried out, 
without the use of anesthesia, 
solely to satisfy the curiousity 
and sadism of the doctors. 
Hundreds of otherwise healthy 
"patients" were tortured and 
murdered during these ex-
periments. 
Many say, "Well if this was 
so terrible, why not just 
forget? Why not iust 
obliterate it. from our minds? 
Why should .we remember all 
the disgustingly horrible things 
that occured?" The answer to 
that is simple, · . history 
repeats itself. The Holocaust 
must nevengain be repeated. 
Think of the destruction. 
Think of the hunger and ~or-
ture. Think of the deaths of 
millions of people. Remember 
the total annihilation. 
The innocent people do nol 
speak 
The_y have a silence that speaks 
for them at night and when the 
clock counts. 
The_y say: We are innocent. We 
have died. 
remember rzs? 
They say: Our deaths are not 
ours; they are _yours. 
They will mean what _you make 
them. 
They say: Whether our lit-es 
and our deati?s are for peace and a 
new hope or for nothing at all uw 
can 1101 say; it is _vou who must sa_Y 
this. 
They say: We leal'I' V<>U our 
deaths. Giv~ them their ,;1eaning. 
We were i11r1oce11l. They Sll_'Y. 
We hare died. 
Remember us? 
The Holocaust must never 
happen again to any people in 
any country anywhere. 
We must remember never to 
forget. 
Wendy Seldin 
Physical Therapy '86 
Pr·agmatiSm 
The 80's 
To The Editor 
I'm writing in response to 
this coming weekends protest 
action ~gainst nuclear arms 
build up. I am not writing to 
criticize those who support 
nuclear freeze, I.believe that it 
is indeed an issue of 
paramount concern. 
However, I am writing in 
regard to the action being 
taken ie. camping out in front 
of the union. The fact is that a 
sit down strike has very little 
effect today in a protest of this 
nature. I believe that many of 
these students are acting not 
only out of the concern of 
nuclear arms build up, but as 
activists against the criticisms 
of apathy that students have 
recently been subjected to. 
Aricles in magazines such as 
U.S. News and World Reprot 
("Why is it all quiet on the 
campus front" Jan. 31), have 
been making the claim that 
students of today do not get as 
politically involved as the 
students of the 60's. This 
simply not true. The 80's are 
as excjting as ever, but it is a 
time of pragmatism. 
In the 60's, violence and sit 
down strikes escalated in reac-
tion to denial of basic con-
stitutional rights and staunch 
campus administrations. The 
students of ten or fifteen years 
ago felt there was a right or 
wrong to an issue. Today 
things are more complex and 
students go about their 
business with a great sense of 
realism. When students want 
to change things, they work 
with those in power. Instead 
of a sit down strike, students 
will meet with the ad-
ministration and try to com-
promise. For instance, studen-
ts from the SUNY schools 
have traveled to Albany to 
meet with state officials to 
protest Governer Cuomo's 
proposed cuts on state univer-
sity's funding. 
In this era · of pragmatic 
idealism, we cannot create 
change by camping out in 
'THE ITHIACAN S 
F or 
front of the Union. A sit down 
strike is an exhausted form of 
protest. Ithaca College has 
gone to the pcower source 
before, and we h-ave been suc-
cessful in having our demands 
met. For examply, the In-
dependant Studcmt Coalition 
(ISC) went to Washington and 
Albany and made it possible to 
not allow Presicilent Reagan's 
proposed ;::uts iit educational 
grants to go through. ISC and 
other student corganization 
have had their demand met 
with this sort of action before, 
and we as conce:rned students 
should continue to do so. 
Students are the ibest insurance 
America has for survival, and 
as .students we should not 
waste. 
Chuck Weiner '84 
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ILefs !Run This One 1rogetheri? 
a 2½ Mile Run oim Campus 
PRIZES!! For: 1st place male and female categories of staff, faculty, and students. 
and PRIZES for best guessed time for male and female staff, faculty and students!! 
RlEGISTRATION: APRIL 19th, 20th, and 21st from 11:00 till_l:00 in the Union Lobby 
LATE REGISTRATION: APRIL 21st at the stadium from 4:30 till 5:oo. 
REGISTRATION JFlEE: Of only $1.00 
. ·- .... 
_( 
EVERYON~ WHO ENTERS AND RUNS/WALKS THJI~ 2½ ~IE RUN 
WILIL RECEIVE A FREE T-SHIRT! SO WHY DON'T YOU ENTER TODAY 
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Drab Dolls to · Fashionable Folks 
Mixie, Wink, Barbie, and Ken 
on "Weekend Wardrobe" 
',• ,{{ ~J~tti<~~§:~f{,'/~?~{l~{t:t:~tl't{ '.': 
By Elle~Tannenbaum 
The Chanticleer Banquet 
Room was transformed from 
an empty, dusty, drab room 
into a lively, colorful setting, 
on Wednesday night, for the 
first High Gear/Printers 
Gallery presentation of "The 
Liberation of Barbie and 
Ken." The performance· was 
actually a tongue and cheek 
fashion show presenting High 
·Gear's latest fashions for 
spring and summer. All of the 
music was created by Peter 
; Dodge specifically for the 
.j sh<?w'~ ori~al. · creative 
I::! scnpt. 
: Michael Baum, owner of 
c.. High Gear, explained that the 
S show was an introduction to 
~ High Gear's clothing. Con-
sidering the type of apparel 
that is sold, a serious fashion 
show would not be fitting. 
Baum preferred to present his 
merchandise through a short, 
humorous skit. The play set 
in 1983, opened with Barbie· 
" . 
, , ' 
, . 
and Ken Dolf in their 
livingroon, unemployed, and 
in bad nioods. Their friends, 
Jane and George Jetson, come 
to visit. They are wild par-
tying people who try to cheer 
up the Dolls. During their 
visit, there is a phone call; the 
Dolls are chosen to appear on 
a popular game show, 
"Weekend Wardrobe." 
While on the show they are 
stumped by the Master of 
Ceremonies (Wink 
Dinkelman) question, "What 
is the temperature: of body. 
lotion?" Oblivious to the 
correct answer, they guess 
three. The answer was room 
temperature. 
The couple was given a 
second chance to win. They 
had the task of using an organ 
_ and singing to get the "studio 
audience" rocking. Barbie 
Doll sang, Got a man named 
Ken who's hotter than a ferno 
he gets me hotter than a btir-
n in g · sterno. 
Throughout the paly, we 
are reminded of Mattel's. 
inadequacy in· re..creating a 
man in a doll-like form. Ken 
is physically inept as he has 
been created smooth. He 
sang, Maybe there's a reason, 
I feel like a failure, I think it's 
my lack of genitalia. 
'They found music their 
means of expressfon and 
freedom. As their verses con-
tinued, the audience laughed, 
sipped their drinks, and mun-
ched away on popcorn. The 
Dolls won a trip to the Isle of 
Style. At the beach they met 
their old friends Lasie, 
·.veronica Lodge, and Gumby. 
After Dinkelman described the 
various styles, the theme song 
was heard as the sketch con-
cluded. 
continued on page 15 
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Cornell Law Sctiool 
Undergraduate Prelaw Program 
June 6 to July 19, 1983 · 
',, ' 
A demanding six-week program 
for college students who want 
\;'t;, . ~ Its calling .. voU: .. 
/ R~bert Service · 
to learn what law school is like. 
For further information write to : 
JaneG. Death, Cornell Law School; 
Box 56, 634 C Myron Taylor Hall, 
Ithaca, New York 14850 The O)ll oftlie WUd.* 
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'This Weel(. 
Get' 6To_ Know 
tzl.Lo~acWtne 
.. And nett week you'[ 6e 6ackfor another! We're'very 
protul of tlie' wines produced' here in tfte fi119er Lakes and 
around New York State. Try tfte Wa.9ner De:Cfururuu:witft 
our juicy Prime ~ or one of our thick Sirfuin Steaks. 
Herman!! Wwnds rcmarfuwfe RiesCi119 peifect!'Y 
compfiments tfte Roast Duck or tfte Coquille St. Jacques. 
And. cftoo.5e Bu(!'Y H iff s new!'>' r~edWinter Seyva( Bfunc 
to accompW9' our Jresft Swongisfi Steak or Pasta Primavera.· 
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The First Step .To Employment 
This is the sixth in a regular ·· TER), is aimed at a specific 
series of articles sponsored by position ·which. the applicant 
the OFFICE OF CAREER seeks. A letter of Referral 
PLANNING. The series clearly indicates that the writer 
features topics of interest to has been referred to the 
ALL Ithaca students. organization by an interested 
by Linda ~owry 
Good communication is an 
inter~al part of job and car~er 
hunting strategy. While no 
piece of paper can take the 
place of a face-to-face inter-
view, letters and resumes, with 
· follow-up telephone calls are 
good starting. points· on the 
road to an interview. 
Developing . your com-
munication skills will enable 
you to construct bridges bet-
ween you and your contacts, 
and give you the competitive 
edge in your job search. 
Whenever applying for a 
position or just seeking infor-
mation, a letter is usually in-
--vol ved. Thus, quality 
preparation of various letters 
related to the job search is a 
of paramount importance. 
The reason for writing any 
letter is to establish a Jinkwith 
another person, to c·om-
municate a purpose, and to 
initiate further action to get 
results. Five letters are com-
mon to the job search: Letters 
of Inquiry, Letters of Ap-
plication, Letters of Referral, 
Letters Requesting Infor-
mation, and Follow Up or 
• Thank You Letters. The Let-
ter of Inquiry seeks possible 
opportunities with an 
organl.zation. The letter of 
Application (COVER LET-
third party. Letters 
Requesting Information are 
just that. Follow-up or Thank 
You Letters are used 'to ex-
press appreciation for infor-
mation, or opportunities 
presented. Collectively, all of 
these letters are ref erred to as 
COVER LETTERS when they 
accompany a resume, ap-
plication, or other piece of 
material. (For more detailed 
information on each letter 
style, visit the Career Planning 
Office.) 
Since the COVER LETTER 
i Letter. OF Application) is the 
most widely used letter in the 
job search - process; it is the 
focus of this article. Typically 
this letter will accompany your 
application or resume. Its 
purpose is to make an em-
ployer want to interview you 
for an actual or potential job 
opening. It should project an 
air of excitement about both 
the writer and the 
organization. It should 
demonstrate the writer's un-
derstanding of an 
organization's goals. Before 
writing this letter, learn as 
much as possible ~ about the. 
organization and the 
specific. type of job you are 
seeking. Many resources can 
help with the research. Talk 
with friends, friends of frien-
... : ·:·JOSTEN'S_ · ,,..,, I 
' '· - ' 
ds, family, 'the Career Planing 
Staff, faculty, alumni, and the 
local Chamber of Commerce. 
If you know of a specific job 
opening, try to obtain the job 
description. 
Always address cover letters 
to a.specific individual within 
the target organization, 
preferrably to the one who 
most likely has decision-
making authority for the 
position sought, rather than 
the_ Personnel Director. The 
person's name can be obtained 
by calling the organization's 
switchboard or in industrial 
directories available in 
libraries. 
The general format for a 
cover letter: 1.) Introduction, 
2.) Body, and 3.) Ending. 
Open letters with an attention-
getting sentence. Avoid· the 
common "I am a graduating 
senior ... ", but proceed with a 
quick introduction. Who are 
you; why are you writing; how 
did you hear of the opening; 
what position/opportunity do 
you seek; who, if anyone, 
suggested you write or 
whatever else about the 
organization is motivating you 
to write. Use action verbs; let 
the letter reflect your in-
dividuality and your en-
thusiasm. 
A well written letter offers 
the job seeker the opportunity 
to personalize and target their 
application to a particular in-
dividual, to direct attention to 
a specific skill, and to control 
further communication bet-
ween the writer and recipient. 
·te · Lustrium 
, 'RINGS !!!~~~ 
,'.! 
• 
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-_ . See .·your Josten!.s · Repr~sen~tive . , 
... ·April ·1··1f & ·1 if· __ .·. - . 
0
• 1 o·~·..--·-··- .:.- ,. --, --
DATE· . · .. ': .. - · · :_._ , 
_._:'·-~aoo1<stoR1f -~ ··:_· TIME _ ;., . . -- ·,-· 
As you begin the "Body" of The Fo_llow-up or Thank-
the letter, address two you letter is a courtesy. Try to 
questions crucial to a good let- always write a thank you let-
ter: ter. It should be warm, sin-
I) Why are you interested in cere, and include a reminder 
the organization? of who you are, why and when 
2) Why should they be in- you met, and positive feelings 
terested in you? In other you had about your meeting. -
words, what specifically It is important to relate 
do you offer the employer speci fie information 
that directly relates to his/ discussed. Only 2-4 perc.;:nt of 
· her needs? all job hunters bother .o write 
In short, the good cover letter follow-up letters. Writing one 
says, "Here I am, the ·em- may set you apart from the 
ployee you've been waiting competition, reinforce you in 
for!" This can be done by the person's mind, and even 
drawing attention to points of put you back in the running 
your enclosed resume and by , for a further position. 
tailoring your cover letter to Regarding format, all letters 
respond to the employer's written as part of a job search 
needs. If -you are rPsponding are, in the true sense, business 
to an ad, look <.. :ly a. J letters and should have a 
discover what the advertiser is business-like appearance. 
really looking for. Then mat- When sending a letter along 
ch each of the specific with a resume, it is best to 
requirements with appropriate keep the length of the letter to 
skills from your experience. one page. The letter should be 
The body of this letter should individually prepared and 
be 1-2 paragraphs. tailored to the organization it-
In the concluding self. It is just as important 
paragraph, state the action that your letters be warm, per-
you wish ·to see taken. sonal, clear; concise, direct, 
Specifically, if you would like and emit confidence and per-
to meet with the person in or- sonal energy. 
der to discuss your Effective letter writing takes 
background in a personal in- time, effort, and practice, but 
terview, you have several op- is well worth the investment. 
tions on how to manage this. The Guide to Letter Writing, 
You can await a written or available in the Career Plan-
phoned reply, or you can ning Office, can help with 
follow with a phone c-all your- format and ideas. Stop by and 
self. The cover letter/ap- pick one up. 
plication, followed by a phone 
call is assertive and direct. -
Don't hesitate to take this ap-
proach to ask for_ a meeting. 
''The 
Nothing Special' 9 
By David N. Juskow 
They said there would never 
be another show like it. After 
M*A'°'S*H* left the air, they 
said quality programming will 
never be the same. Ha, this is 
a fallacy. As of Sunday April 
3rd, "Th~ Nothing Special" 
was renewed for its seventh 
season. Now, I am not trying 
to off end anyone by com-
paring "The Nothing Special" 
to M'°'.A*S*H*, but "The 
Nothing Special" is far from 
its name. I do not mean to 
brag, but "The Nothing 
Special"is a fine quality 
program. It has been on 
longer than such classics as: 
"B_~rne_y !ytiller'\ "Th~ Bob 
Newhart Show", "Star 
Trek", and yes, even "Hello 
Larry". 
Produced and directed by 
Paul Dunscomb, Todd 
Thibaud, and Rob Saverino, 
the seventh season has taken 
off well. The many camera 
and crew people who also 
work from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. to produce the show, 
help make the original scripts 
and acting flawless. 
The show has aired twice 
already and will continue with 
two more shows on Sunday 
April 17, and Sunday April 
24th ai 10:00p.m. on WICB 
conti'!ued on page IO 
In The Berkshires 
Established 1918 
'fop Boy's Camp 
Berkshire Mts. ,Mass., 
* seeks man over 20 years who Bova to 
work with youngstersa Openings In ar• 
· chery, backpacking, baseball, basket• 
ball, -r~dio & alectronlcs, tennis, 
swimming {W .S.I.), salllng, lacrosse, 
_waterskllng,.Qood Salary, plus room, 
board and laundry. 
*Write : Camp Lenox . 
/270..14R Grand.Central Parkway· 
Floral Park, New York 11005 • 
./ 
. •,.•., 
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These Are The Breaks 
by Rosemarie Tishelman 
· An unusual thing happened with a rare musical empathy, Matt Keating's music often 
last Friday night in the I.C. bursts forth in a dynamic, utilizes blues progressions on 
pub. A young band made decidedly team effort. . the keyboard. His lyrics are 
their debut in a set up that left The first set opened with a . emotionally charged. He 
much to be desired, yet Graham Parker · number, stares straight ahead fervently 
commanded audience atten- "White Honey." Their sound as·he sings his songs: "Love is 
tion for nearly two .. hours. was tight, clear, highly a Crutch", "Already Lost", 
They drew equally enthusia_stic energetic and enticingly loud. and "You Sleep Alone Too", 
applause for their•perfonpance. Above all, it rock~~-It's unfor- for example. Culhane's 
of original iuimbers as they tunate that there's no room to creations are harder to 
did for cover tunes. dance in the pub, because describe. Each song seems to 
The group is ·known as The · evicfently people were having a undergo several structural· 
Breaks, and they're hot. The tough time sitting still. A ttansformations held together 
lineup consists of Mike couple of Motown songs were be some great lyrics full of 
@ Culhane on lead guitar, performed, as welf as a humor and sarcasm. The 
.,s vocals, and animated facial ro_ckabilly tune, a Stones sound systero at The Pub 
~ expession; Matt Keating on number, and eve~ybody's made much of the lyrical con-
._'~·};, 01 kheybhoards_, vJochnals5, h an1 d favori1te Monkee's song "I'm tent difficult to decipher, but , -~ .,:L,. . r yt m g~1tar; o arp es ~ Be iever." More interest- it was intriguing nonetheless . 
. . , ·.;
1
(.·' · :,,; on the skms and vocals; and ting; however, are the Some of Culhane's numbers 
'. ;}: ~-~ ~ Mike Tinus on bass. These originals. All were written by are "Shrunken State", 
\,· ~~. i guys, all students here, each eithei:KeatingorCulhane,and ''Paranoid'', and ''Spon-
...... · B · B. k. Sh k S have a firm grasp of his own each songwriter has his own ig rea s on run en tage instrument which, combii;ied distinctive style. 
Not Fade Awa 
by Sandy Broverman 
Binghamton was not the Strange but true, Bob Weir tones and energy boosts, 
place to be Tuesday night iFwas rather subdued which add a whole spectrum 
you wanted to hear Grateful throughout the performance of liveliness to the band. His 
Dead Top 40. However, the (only 3 shrieking "huhhs" in vocals have been appropriately . 
majority of the crowd at the the whole show). · Rumor has supportive and comforting. 
Binghamton Arena might it that he has been this way for Then there's Kreutzman and 
agree that Tuesday night's the entire beginning of the · Hart, who are much more 
concert was perhaps the finest East Coast tour. Hooray! ' than your average rhythm 
CentralN. Y show the Grateful Bobby's energy is great, as makers. Drums are so rarely 
Dead has put on in years! long as he uses it propor- used for color, but Kreutzman 
It was incredible. They tionately. I think he's lear- and Hart's drumming reminds 
pulled a lot of old tunes which ning. me of a giant, full-sized pack 
have been packed away Jerry's guitar work was of Crayola crayons. 
beneath the years. The band masterful as usual; a lot of in- O.K., O.K., so what did. 
had a good, tight sound, and a ner intricacies and rolling they play ... what did they 
high energy lev.el. Unlike their progressions. His vocals were play? It was an average 
show in Syracuse last year, laced with a lulling sense of opening-"Alabama Getaway" 
their drum solo and space had urgency. But perhaps more into "S!;:--.r.gest Story". Then 
depth and body. Even "Not _noteworthy, was Bi:ent came my personal favorite, t t• Iii 
a mild dissappointment, was tis try is all too often "Minglewood Blues". Now 
~ontinued on page 9 
Fade Away", which is usually Mydland, whose keyboard ar- "Birdsong" into Bobby's· •. ,,;_:.,~ . . 
left pleasurefully ringing in overlooked. Brent is respon- cont(nued ori page I I ,Hart and Garcia at . 'fu_esday' night show_. 
people's~u. Sp~ii9Y 0Skallki,n' Reggae 
ottre/1 and La_~ra Bronco at 
-
by Rosemarie Tishelman . . . . 1 
. There's something trustwor- groove gomg stnkmgly im-
thy about reggae music, When pressive. Jorge Cuevas has 
one ventures out to see a ban~ taken on a more notable role 
dedicated to presenting their as the drummer, and he clearly 
own "unique sound", one endows the band with more 
takes a chance that can make· energy than ever. Laura 
or break a night on the town. Bronca is unquestionably t.he 
Be that as it may, when the best thing that's happened to 
unifying factor of a band is a this band. Her proficiency 
certain form of music with and feel· for the keyboard is, 
which many are familiaf and along with Pete "What's goin' 
when it is well played, the gift on?" Newman's guitar work, 
given to the audience may take elemental in unifying the seven 
on a purer color. musicians. In addition, Laura ~ Skankin' has been around has a vocal quality ·that is _a 
~·jfor· over a year now. : joy to hear; full-bodied and l '.Throughou_t a number of unaffected like· her_ soothing 
I ;significant changes in person- . -stage presence.. . · 'nel, they have remained true to In' Jim Cottrell, the most 
·tz:; :ihe . spirit of reggae: . --i:.ast recent addition to the lineup, 
g !Friday· night at the- Nines -1 Sk;µikin' n_ow has a supportive 
. . i_·found their sound to be much flute and· sax (Cottrell als~ 
e Nines tighter than in the past, and shares· percussi~n choi:es) •. 
their ability to get and keep a Many Skankin' staples such as· 
. .- . 
"Walking On The Moon" 
have beerr given new life 
largely due to Cottrell's con-
tribution. With Cuevas on the 
traps, S~uel Oloye~Martinez 
has also taken on a more 
pro!Tlinent position as the cen-
tral percussionist and oc-
casional vocalist. The group 
also features _rred King on 
bass, and Greg Rivel on 
guitar. · 
The Skankers have added 
some new -material to their 
repertoire, including Black--
Ul\uru 's "Spongy Reggae", 
Yellowman' s "Jamaica A 
'Little Miami";, and "Funky 
Kingston", by toots and the 
Maytalls. ·· · 
NQ less than in life, Bob 
Marley•s material is often ,_ 
- . ~ 
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'Aries (M~rch 21-Aprjl 19~ Libra(Sept.23-0ct.23) 
Lively up your step. Perhaps th~ late night-hours 
. . are YO!)r most productive after • 
THE ITBACAN 9 
--- ,- . 
- ....... ~.. . ~ 
, . 
Michael Jagger's mid- . 
ld/ename :~--
LJ1111l1 
; 
1.:A.nrivers in next issue . 
_Tau~s (April 20-Ma·y 2!0) all. Learn to seize the periods 
The .following week ;ill -b~ng when you work the beSt. Answers to last week's puzzle··. ""'" - .-- . 
th f 
·t f 1 h d iS • ( · · · • Creedence Clearwater Revival's 
wirk~l S O your ong ar , ~~~I(_) o~!~- ~4:Nov._}nL previoushandl,; , 
. _ You need to reconsider an of- GROOM 11:N~ET" 
0
ALLOW.,~~~Q~S .... "!-.. • .-..-~..-...... .__~~ 
Gemini:OWay 21-June 2Il~ fer of employment which you ~-- ·r--. _._ . .. _ __ __ __ ~ · .. Ji!~ G(}_l]_iwogs 
. · · · __!Eoug_!tt_ ~~ not valuable... ~~~~~~~3Eliai~B:3i=:!Ba!:::!l::l:~~~~~~bi::n:~~~if:il=ii=ei~D!:St~& 
Seventeen 1s your lucky nu.m- . · •· ·. · ----.- ·---~__,_......,. ___ . ,.. · J 
ber. Useitwisely. ~~gitta~usJNov._~2-Dec.21 LC ns· ~-··a: M--- . -
Cancer (J.;ne· 22.Jul 22ti · Someone close to you will not . . -
. . Y , . always be around. Be extra • a ) · · . 
You have been· neglecting your perceptive and learn to spend 1 ..... PJ 
health. Take a good look: at the time left wisely. • I.C. Visions needs your-poetry. 
0 
-
your daily routine and mak:e a ~apricor~ (Dec. 22-Jan.18) Ple~se ~_e, or print your material_ very,·very, 
change , - · • - · · ·- ·· H h fr ·-
, - • • - • :. 
1 
What ·c10 _you want? . · What° very n~~~y. ope to _ear -~ you_ soon! 
,Leo (July 22-August 22)) have you been getting and · _(J.C. Visions submission~ should be label~d as 
I y <i"ur nextdoor neighbor h~ a why?. y OU need to apply these such, and deposited in the Ithacan Box in the 
grip to al G questions to your current ob- Union.) 
_e .. ~eve . o on, take .session. 
the m1ttahve ·· ' - -..- - · 
. . . · _ Aqu~nus (Jan. ~~f eh. 18) 
. Yn:_go (~ng: 23-S.«:P~· ~2!)_ · The problem is not in your 
Spend more time alone. 'You heart but in your head. 
are ~eco~ng frustrated due to Pisces. (Feb. 19-Mar~h 2of 
consideration of unworthy en-·- ---'--~ --- ,_ 
tities. ~eep track of your expen-
ditures. 
Wolf424 
RI fulminated fraud lamp 
Steeped glossing fur antagoroist 
No prey discloses styro-squeieksno foam 
Pillar missle pines cabinet d(M,·k pitch 
· Symbol I otic sibling lipidless lapping 
Pulpy mush circumspection repeating 
Acidic chunky vehemence reminding · 
Of lupine star invitations to nova night malestrom 
No quorom hides 
Dripless skulls crash flashing 11ear 
Soundless smashed bloating-emaciation two 
Scripture ignorant deedless matura/ creations 
Choose to a"ogant expunge a verse to all we chant 
NONONO 
But as they did we do 
Yes yes yessssss,sss ahguh 
See_ it hydrogen oneness bluiejace born 
Neck bite unionedfell 
Tortoise rimmed bad walnuzt bitter brained 
Peced§nt for canceJ[ation iro your chest · · 
A quad of ~O/VEJS _eel/ quest tails motionless 
Orange spheres beaming sea - - - - - -
0a dens of supressed moorolit yowls 
As mushroom wreaths_ grel'V in mountains. 
Negation shone · 
Natural M.C. Didriksen 
- . 
. 
YOU SHATIERED MY WORLD 
YOU SHATTERED MY WORLD 
WHEN YOU TOLD ME THOSE WORDS. 
YOU SAID RIGHT OUT TO ME 
SOMETHING SOUNDING ABSURD. 
"IT'S OVER", YOU SAID. 
IT HAD ONLY BEGUN. 
NOW THE SKIES ARE ALL GRAY, 
WITH NO PLACE FOR THE SUN. 
ITHOUGHTIWASLUCKY 
WITH YOU IN MY LIFE. 
BUT NOW I AM EMPTY, 
MY WORLD.fULL OF STRIFE. 
MY FEELINGS FOR YOU 
HAD JUST ONLY GROWN. 
AND NOW I AM LEFT 
TO BE HERE ALL ALONE. 
HOW CAN I LIVE 
WITHOUTYOUHEREBYME? 
I NO LONGER KNOW 
WHOICANBE. 
THE LIGHT OF YOUR LOVE 
SHINED IN FROM YOUR EYES. 
BUT NOW /ONLY LIVE 
BY TELLING MYSELF LIES. 
YOU'RE GONE FR.OM MY LIFE 
AND THIS IS THE END. 
FOR I'VE LOST MY TRUE LOVE, 
~ND I'VE LOST MY BEST FRIEND. Marc Schiffman 
$5 NIGHT TONIGHT 1
14 $5 . 15 16 
Night NAKED Little ILarrl 
Il) .. Jr.. JEYJE I t·an_dt t1~e 1m1 a ions 
-Chris Happy Hour I the best in 
D.J. CDtris Chase will be Spinning 
your fmvorite dance tuneso . 
-Chase ! l:OO dance rock 
1,;----ru1 r--Ti1;;-9---,:;;;20;-----+2::1-==:_:._4-~=~~l----
WINGs (10/ Shot of_ 22Happy Hour 23 
24 
"COME SEE 
SHELIA 
& Schnapps Happy Hour Mw y11...mo.:!':\= ;~ B Prices With · ''&cmo iJ/ 111111 - . -~ 
eer & Senior ·rsnues IS.Co.Bn.Fs.·Ma. [F r;s 
!'(All you can · Beer for Stickers Drink) 1 25 Moveli"Ga ,~ 
• NIGJiT 
25 26 
HOPS Senior ·THE DRY DOCK is WINGS 
-& 
BEER 
& Sticker NOW serving pizza 
c::HP with for your Happy 
Happy Hour 
DOREEN PRICES!! Hour enjoyment ! 
~ r ,II I ' , 
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I BREAKS 
continued from page 8 
taneous Combustion". -;,his 
guy's got one of the most 
unique stage presences I've 
seen in a local band. 
In fact, the whole group has 
a natural visual excitement 
which lends itself well · to the 
music. A couple of the songs 
were written to accompany 
film projects (both Sharples 
and Culhane are Cinema 
students). An exciting element 
common to a lot of these songs 
is frequent "breaking"--
abrupt stops withing the song 
which are followed by sur-
prising changes in tension. 
There were a few problems. 
For one thing, the bass could 
have been more prominent. 
The reason why this did not 
lighten the sound is that John 
Sharples is really an outstan-
ding drummer. Th~ p_ower and· 
technique he pumps into Those 
drums really drives the sound 
home. Also, the manager of 
The Pub requested that the 
band turn down the volume. 
At this, the lively bunch in the 
audience clearly protested! 
The stage area is quite small 
too. 
At any rate, The Breaks 
triumphed over the 
limitations. frl_!~· final song 
was a rip-roaring rendition of 
the Beatles"'One After 909" 
which included one killer 
guitar solo from Culhane. At 
this point, people ignored the 
lack of sp_a~e and got up to 
dance. These· guys have a lot 
of poteritfar 
The Breaks will be down at 
Kelly's next Wednesday; April 
20th: Be there or be square. 
S!tan!dn' 
ciin"tiiiuedfrom page 8 
drawn upon and presented in 
the reggae funk style of the 
Skankin' originals like "Sup-
ply Side" and "With In-
terest". Who can resist the at-
tractiveness of Pete Newman 
when he takes center inike as. 
the dangerous "Steppin' 
Razor'?" 
As always, Skankin' 
provided the substance for the 
people to absorb a]ld expend 
m the form of radiant dance. 
If you can bum a ride out 
there, go to Slattery's in 
Geneva this Saturday, April 
16th, where you can bank on 
an enjoyable night with 
Skankin'. 
,r.rwt111111p11JP ~ 
C:Z.f~~ ~ ·coLUMN 
a.011, Aetc.ftet. Aoll1no Hon•. lo. 391l (11/1~/eJ). 
O,•tr1b\ltod b, tn• L01 &ngol111 T1•e• Srndic.ate, 
Moosewood Restaurant 
gourmet vegetarian 
fine international and original cuisine 
DeWitt Mall, Ithaca 27 3--9610 
, Molly Hatchet: No Guts ... No 
Glory (Epic)**** 
If like me, you miss good, 
hard Southern Rock, No Guts 
... delivers on your hopes. The 
return of Danny Joe Brown 
and the additiop. of a new 
rhythm section (drummer B.B. 
· Bordan and bassist Riff West), 
this epic is the lengthy "Fall of 
the Peacemakers," which 
mourns the murder of John 
Lennon, John Kennedy and 
. other public figures without 
making any pat "sense" of the 
craziness and brutality. 
"Sweet Dixie" is also fine, the 
kind of homage to the South 
we haven't heard enough of 
since Skynyrd went down. 
There's no simple-minded 
boogie here, but tough, in-
telligent, hard rock; something 
to be proud of. 
Shakin' Stevens: Give Me 
Your Heart Tonight (Epic) ** 
As England's pioneer 
rockabilly revivalist, Stevens 
may come by his genre disin-
tegration honestly. Rather 
than falling into country man-
nerisms as he ages, though, 
he's succumbing 'to Bryan 
Ferry level matinee idol 
gestures. A touch too slick to 
be credible, even if you prefer 
Steven's dapper approach to 
the Stray Cats, who spend. 
more tim~ on their quiffs than 
Riders Wanted 
Go Greyhound round trip to Hempstead 
nr just ~6.00, New York City for 
16.00 and Buffalo for only $25.40. 
mvenlent campus departures and 
Jturn trips. Call 272-7930 tor 
schedules and information 
on their tunes. Try Jerry Lee 
Lewis, Buddy Holly, Carl 
Perkins or (if you haven't 
caught on yet) Elvis himself. 
Steve Arrington: Stevo 
Arrlngton's Hall of Fame 
(Atlantic)**** 
As young black musicians 
begin to assert their right to. 
rock and roll's tradition, 
helping to redefine the concep-
ts of what everyone listens to, 
.while retaining the best 
elements of soul, disco, and 
funk, we can perhaps hope to 
be blessed with a run of recor-
ds as smooth and well-crafted 
'as this. Arrington (veteran 
funkster with Slave) is a fine 
singer, a good guitarist, and he 
keeps his grooves light without 
losing a certain edgy grit. The 
arrangements here are in,-
tricate and Iistenable without 
flopping into the excesses that 
too often make funk the most 
abrasive genre this side of 
heavy metal. Of course, 
Arrington also has about as 
much to say lyrically as most 
funk and metaleers. You get 
here, one song of pride 
("Nobody Can Be You"), one 
weird lullaby ("Beddie Biey"), 
one ode to the eccentricities of 
sexuality ("Strange"), and 
four numbers imploring you 
to ·get down and promising the 
world if you will. With this 
music, at least you could. 
Bow Wow Wow: When tho 
Going Gets Tough the Tough 
Get Going (RCA)*** 
Shorn of the noxious 
Malcolm McLaren, teamed 
with new producer Mike 
~== Alo 
Apartments for Rent 
•Tioga St., Gorgeous; 
•J-BedroQ.m, Intercom 
*Beautiful Wood-work 
*$180-190 peqierson 
-:::::1 
1983 Summe1 "her :!.I Traimno Programs c:ooout1eil ::, 
,n P1u1a . "" Ill(! Cornell Univ C0 
Ithaca NY Acaedltell by 11:e 
Ameroc.in Montessoro Sooety '1J 
F1dl occ_upancy, other 
~par-tment~ :E. Seneca, 
Collegetown 
Call: 257-7257 
for mtormalton c.ill or wnle -. :::!, 
AERCO l;haca Montessoro. PO 0 _,i 
Boa 552 Ithaca NY 14650 U;!a =w 
(6071272-1223 or AERCO Pinta -. Cl) 
Montessoro 1400 E Willow D)n Cl) 
Grove Pt-le . Ptula PA 19116 3 
(2151 233-0141 (8) ':J" 
Our 14th Year ~ 
NEED HELP WITH 
YOUR STUDENT LOAN! 
Moving Home This 
Summer? 
lExtra 101.0FF if 
You Reserve NOW! 
WE RENT DEPENDABLE 
RYDER If you've attended college on a Guaranteed 
Student Loan or a National Direct Student Loan made 
after October 1, 197 5, consider speruding a couple 
of yec;trs in the Army. · 
If you train for certain specialties, the govern.., 
ment will release you from 1/3 of your it).debtedness 
(or $1500, whichever is greater) forceach year of 
active duty. . 
Obviously, a three-year enlistm,ent cancels 100% 
of your debt. But if you sign up for the· Army's exclusive 
two-year enlistment option, we'll stiU cancel 2/3 of 
your debt. · 
Plus, you. may.be eligible for generous educational 
incentives. 
To find out how to serve your coillntry and get out 
of debt, call the number below. · . · 
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BL 
272-1101 
SFC.ROBERT GERRISH 
TRUCKS FOR MOVING. 
Must reserve before 
April 15th with deposit 
~a.rrolls' 
SALES AND SERVICE 
233 ELMIRA RD. 273-6310 
·-·,.. 
Chapman (who gave Blondie 
, and Benatar t~eir start), Bow 
Wow Wow becomes a band 
with a Pink Floyd guitar 
sound, mock African drum-
ming and lyrics and vocal 
arrangements at the level of 
Abba. Nice stuff, but you 
wouldn't want to spend money 
for it, unless you believe 
· everything vou see on MTV. 
Culture: lion Rock (Hear· 
tbeat)**** 
Josep"i1 Hill might very·well be 
the most underrated singer 
and band leader in Jamaica 
right now. Which only means 
that he hasn't gotten the 
reviews in the Yankee media 
that his sensuous, ganja-bred 
groove deserves. Freddie Fat-
string- adds some delectable 
guitar work to make this one 
of Culture's better sense--and 
one of the few with U.S. 
distribution, which ought to 
help. (Just in case, Hear-
tbeat's address is i86 Willow 
Ave., Somerville, MA 02144.) 
(c) 1983, Rolling Stone 
Magazine. Dist. by Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate 
THE WILLIAM GREIDER 
~
-----COLUMN 
Nothing Special 
continued from page 7 
Channel 13. 
Dunscomb, said, "We work 
hard." When asked what she 
thought of the first two shows, 
viewer Lisa Weinberg replied, 
"Is it raining outside." and 
viewer Claudia Minnervini 
said "Good ·show, will 
Pan~rama be on next week 
also?" 
Out of twenty persons sur-
veyed, three enjoyed it 
thoroughly and seventeen had 
no idea that it was on. Plenty 
of work has gone into this 
show; we ~ant you to watch it. 
If you want to laugh like there 
is' no tomorrow ·and do not 
mind -seeing two episodes of 
Trapper John on repeat 
season, then watch "The 
Nothing Special" Sunday 
nights· at 10:()()p.m. on W:ICB 
Channel. · · ·. -· 13 .. 
! " ..... 
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by IDeve Fischer play guitar but rather soulfully 
Art is an individual ex- bleeds into it, resuscitating the 
pression apparent to the senses instrument with a life all its 
by form.and beauty. While own. 
mot always liked, art must The finger dexterity flaun-
always be appreciated. With ted by Coryell is enviable. His 
tthis definition in mind, Larry ability to sustain each note 
cCoryell can be classified an ar- with definition, while 
rtist. traveling at breakneck speed, 
His performance on Wed- separates Coryell from all 
:nesday night at Captain Joe's peers, His composition en-
R.eef, in conjunction with this titled "A Quiet Day in 
week's Jazz Festival, was well- Spring" personified this with 
appreciated by the com- free-flowing grace. 
munity's art lovers. To their · Interpretation transforms a 
disgrace, many patrons were musician into an artist, and 
more appreciative of the the classical-jazz style of in-
liquor, but art makes no terpretation is recognizably 
judgements. Coryell. His solo venture of 
Coryell is a craftsman who, Igor Stravinsky's "Fireside 
with acoustic guitar in hand, Suite", soon to be released, 
does not treat it like a was both notorious and sym-
beautiful woman or make it · pathetic. This is an odd com-
sin . Cor ell does not ·ust bination of feelin s, granted, 
Tonight'ooo 
11)ry Jacks 
but a genuine Stravinsky in-
stinct. 
Coryell became known in. 
the '60s for starting "Free 
Spirits", a fusion band that 
occassionally played with 
John McLaughlin and Chic 
Corea. He later formed 
"Eleventh House" before tur-
ning acoustic and maximizing 
GRATEFUL 
QEAD 
continued from paf!P R 
for the surprises,--Jerry then 
lulled the crowd into the 
ballad of "Peggy-0". Then 
"Cassidy", in to 
Aoxomoxoa's ''Dupree's 
Diamond Blues". That one's 
a real oldie. They finished off 
the set with "Loser", "All 
Over Now", and "Weather 
Report Suite". 
The second set was loaded_ 
his talents. Coryc;:•s creden-
tials also include a book on 
guitar improvisation and 
published articles in ''Gwitar 
Player".-
· eXffemely professional, lettmg 
his expertise shine, yet never 
overshadowing Coryell. 
Accompanying Coryell, :also 
on acoustic guitar was B1ian 
Keane, a 1974 graduate olf IC·· 
and original Desperado nuem-
ber. Keane was ~nergetic but 
with long-time rarinies. 
Breaking into their "Blwes For 
Allah" material, they pulled 
out "Help Is On The Way", 
and "Franklin's Towelf", to 
open up the set. After an in-
triguing drum solo and space 
set, they moved into 
"Terrapin Station.,'--an ab-
solute treat. Theri back to the 
norm with "Lost Sailor~•, and 
"Saint of Circumst;ance" 
from their "Go To Heaven" 
album. Then, "The Other 
One" into "Wharf Rmt"--an 
unbelievable surprise. 
Surfacing- into "Not 
Fade Away", the Glfateful 
The Larry Coryell experien-
ce was both a performance 
and a clinic. His music makes 
the audience vicarious while 
showcasing numerous styles, 
moods and abilities ... The sign 
of a gifted artist. 
Dead took the unusual oppor-
tunity to literally fade away 
off the stage. Returning for 
an encore, "It's All Over Now 
Baby Blue", the crowd could 
,not accept the end. Mickey 
Hart had the nerve to tease the 
crowd, by tapping the rhythm 
to Not Fade Away at the close 
of the encore. The crowd was 
left with an expectant urge, 
that was not to be satisfied. 
All the more reason to catch 
them in Rochester! See you 
there. Not Fade Away, No, 
No, ... Not Fade Away ... No, 
No Not Fade aw .... no ... not 
fad ...... n .. n ... f...ay. 
APARTMENTS TO RENT 
Moderll 
1, 2, 3, 4 bedroom 
* All are furnrlshed 
*Located on Sooth Hill 
AVRAMIS ENTERPRISES 
272-33:39 
257-4164 
before7 m 
272-0307 
before 7 
LONDON 
from'195 tax 
from'249 tax 
For All from' 249 tax 
Your Charter 
Shopping 
Call from '259 tax 
1][3Glf)~[1~~[)[3~ 
309 Fifth Avenue rm 210 
New York, NY. 10016 
'Just how long has Barry been waitinJ?for his n·de?" ( 212) 532-3594 
There's a more 
«Dependable way to get thelr®c 
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk-about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room for 
carry-on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
Ithaca Colleg~ - Ithaca, NY 
From: Ithaca . • Lv 
Bmhamton . . Ar 
New York, Port Authority Ar 
New York. Port Authority Lv 
Binghamton . . . Lv 
Ithaca . . . . . . . . Ar 
To: Ithaca . . . . . Lv 
Binghamton . . . . . Lv 
Hempstead . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Ar 
with connecttons to Smithtown 
Hempstead. . . . . . . . . ~ . . Lv 
Binghamton . . . . . . . . ... Lv 
Ithaca.. . ....... Ar 
'Friday only 
''Sunday only 
cChangc buses 
12:55p" 12"55p 
5:30p 
12:0lp 
4 OOp 
5:15p 
12:55p 
2:35pc 
7:10p 
11'05a 
4:0Qpc 
5:10p_ 
2'05p 
6:05p 
3:00p'" 
7:35p 
For convenient dally schedules and complete information. call 272· 7930 
3.40p" 
8:15p 
3:00p 
7:00p 
8 10p 
3·40p 
4:50p 
9.05p 
6:30p 
10:20p 
11:30p 
SChodules oporate ovory weekend excep1 dur1n9 hOhdays, exam.woe!< nnd sames1er broak Pnces and schedules 
~edtoch~e. So~saMcedriiii aREYIIOUIID 
A~~ATAC 
GAftDEN 
[RtSf~N!J 
Chinese A me·rica" Food 
8 8 W. State St.re,et 
bead dreal11ge 
FOR YOUR.NEXT HEAD TRIP, ,. 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
'116 N~ CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
.l. ~ .. And leave thedi~to us. ' t 1982 Greyt,ound I.Jnes. Inc. 2 -2221· 
·~T 
,, 
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. For as little as $20, American -Stundennt 
Moving will p1ck up your belongings at 
your door, store them for the sum~er 
( or longer if you like) in our secure, in-
sured warehouse,, and on one day's 
notice return them to your new residence 
in the Fall. 
" CALL 272°2870 
FULLY INSURED 
DO.OR TO DOOR 
We ccmmt move you home cineap~ir tlluaim 
you can move yourself. If you're 
thinking of renting a truck or have your 
parents trek all the way up here just to 
retrieve your belongings,· think again. 
Think American Student Moving, we 
can handle all your moving and storage 
rieeds. 
For as little as $25, we will move you 
anywhere in the five boroughs of New 
York City, Westchester and R(?ckla~d 
Counties in New York; anywhere 1n 
Long Island; Fairfield County in Co!l-
necticu t · the Boston area 1n 
' . Massachusettes, and Bergen, Passaic, 
Essex and Morris Counties in New Jer-
sey. 
AMERICAN STUDENT MOVING, 
NO ONE MOVES YA LJIKJE WE·CAN 
MOVEYAo 
ICC No. 166562 
,,,:T···. ·H·· .. ·· · .. A .. ·c····A· Coll ·. '"'E·····E·· .. .K··. i/REv 
,, .. ··· ·.·.· n .. · -_.··.· .. · ·_. EGE···· VV· ·.·.· .· ..... ·· .. ··._ ·IEw April 15 - 22 
.L:c ; ·.. ' •· • • •· • ' .• - ', . • ' . ·, , . ,'. • ' . . ~-. • : , ' . , 
- . 
N) = Nabenhouer Room 
F) - Fol\li~iJ1 tori um 
Apw 15 
Mus~s Delight, 8:15 pm, 
(F) 
Ap!Lle. 16 
Annual Wind & Pere. 
lnvt. FeHival, (F) 
Grad. Percussion Recital 
7:00 pm (N) 
Junior Violin Recital, 
9:00, (N) 
Ap-'U.l 11 
Choir, Chorus, Wind Ens. 
3 pm (F) 
Ap!Lle. 18 
Student Comp. Concert, 
8: 15 pm (F) 
Ap!r;i.Q._ 19 ... 
Tuba Ens~ra, ·o: l5 pm 
(F) 
Ap!LU. 20 
Concert Band, 3:15 (F) 
Apn.U 21 
Pian~ F.nsemble, 8:15 pm 
(F) 
Student romposers Con-
cert, 8: 15 (F) 
Joint Recital, Chapel,( 
6 pm 
Theatre/Films 
Apw 15 
SAB film - Poltergeist, 
T102, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
admission charged 
Ap'U.l 16 
SAB film - Poltergeist, 
T102, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
admission charged 
Apw 17 
SAB Film, Poltergeist, 
T102, 8 pm, admission 
charged 
Aptul 22 
~. Main Theatre, 
8 prn-
SAB Film, Live and Let 
~: T102 7 & 9:30 pm 
Lectures/Seminars 
Ap!lil 15 
Reader's Theatre, Chapel 
11 am - noon 
Aptul 79 - 24 
Career Giveway, Gannett 
Lobby, 9:30 am 
Ap!Lle. 20 
Poetry Reading, Chapel, 
7:30 - 9:30 pm 
Successful Interviewing 
Skills Workshop, 8:30 
- 9: 30 am, G 114 
Apw 21 
Job Search Strategies 
That Work Workshop; 
3: 30 - 4: 30, G 11 I 
Information Day on New 
& Used Cars, Crossroads 
11 - 3 pm 
See Ap!l,U. Cai.endllll. 
6011. Mtuih Week Ac.tiv@M 
Meetings 
Apw 15, 18-21 
Convnunity Prayer, Chapel 
7:30 am and 9:30 pm 
Ap!lil 15 
Campus Life Meeting, Job 
Room, 10 am 
Navigators Fellowship 
Meeting, DeMotte Rm., 
Union, 7:30 pm 
Ap!tl.Z 16 
Preceptor - Alumni Conf. 
Crossroads/Buffer Lounge 
all day 
London Orientation -
International Programs, 
Rm. 102 Textor, 12:00 -
3:30 pm 
Apl!il.18 
Resume Development 
Writing What Works Work-
shop, Gannett 1.11, 3 pm 
Alcohol Education Comm. 
Job Room, 4 pm 
Ha rket i i1g CI ub Meeting, 
Crossroads, Union, 7:00 
pm 
Ap,'lil 19 
Student Congress meeting, 
Union Dining Hall, 8 pm 
Ap!lil. 20 
Alcohol Education Day, 
Big Top· 1·1 :00 - 2:00 pm 
Adopt-a-Student-Day 
Sports 
11.ptul 15 
- IC Women's Softbal 1, vs. 
NY Tech, 3 pm (H) 
Apw 16 
IC Crew vs. Marist Coll. 
I pm (H) 
IC Women's Softball vs. 
C.W. Post, 11,:00-am, (H) 
IC Vars. Lacrosse vs. 
RPI, 2 pm, (H) 
IC JV LaCrosse, Montreal 
LC Exhibit, 2 pm, (H) 
AJYLi.t 18 
IC JV Lacrosse vs. 
Canton ATC, 4:30 pm ,CH) 
IC Women's Lacrosse vs. 
Colgate, 3:30 pm (H) 
IC Men's track vs~ Univ. 
Etcetera 
Aput 15 
Latin Weekend, 
Egbert Uni on , Di n i n, 
Hall, 9 pm - 3 am 
Sept. Grad. Appl i. 
due to Registrar 
Christian Faculty 
Fellowship Buffet, 
Job Room, 7 - 8 am 
Last day withdrawal 
with "W" from 
Block 11 courses 
Senior Incomplete 
grades must .be 
, comp I et~d ' 
Apu...£ 17 
Yorn Ha-Atzmaut 
Celebration 
Ap-~.i.f (& 21 
of Rochester/Colgate, Aerobics, West 
3 pm (H) Terrace Ba I cony, 
Dining Hall, 6:3~-
IC JV Bas<'b:ill ·is . .,non. 7:30 
C.C., 1 pm (H) 
Ap.i.f 21 
Apl!il 19 
Mash Mea 1 , West 
IC B3seba11 vs. Cortland Terrace Dining 
3 pm ·(H) Hal I, 7:30 pm 
IC Women's Softball vs. 
Colgate. 3 pm (H) 
Ap!lil 20 
IC Baseball vs. LeMoyne, 
1 pm (H) 
Ap11il t2 
Show Us Your Stuff, 
Lawn in front of 
Union, 11 - 5 
' ,. 
J~ 
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Announcements 
ABC Communications Scholarship 
Beverly Baker Television-Radio 
Scholarship 
Tony Ceracche Commu11ications 
Scholarship 
Michael R. Hanna Television-
Radio Scholarship 
Chris-Landen Film Scholarship 
Alan T. Najar Memorial Scholar-
ship 
National Academy of television Ar-
ts and Science New York Chapter 
James. Pendleton Award in 
Dramatic Filmµiaking 
-_ . Rod Serling Communications 
Scholarship 
Details of the Scholarships are· 
available in the Dean's office. The 
deadline for all applications is Friday, 
April 15, 1983. 
Clly Hall Internship: The City of 
Baltimore, Maryland is again spon-
soring their summer work-study op-
portunity. This program is for selec-
ted college sophmores and juniors 
who are seeking hands-on government 
experience and the rewards of public 
servi~e in one of the nation's most 
aggressive and dynamic cities. The 
eight week progam runs from June 
13th-August 12th. Applications are 
due April 15th. For more information 
· contact Vicki Cox at the Career Plan-
. ning Offic~, 1st floor Gannett. 
The Independent Student Coalition 
(ISC) has announced two oppor-
tunit1.i; with their office in Albanyl. 
For Summer 1983 ISC will offer 
several internships in public ad-
ministration, public affairs and public 
policy. Applica.tion deadline is May 
15th. 
ISC invites applications for the two-
year position of Executive Director. 
;'fhe person filling this position will be 
the chief executive and official 
spokesperson for ISC. Historically a 
recent graduate of a private New York 
State college fills this $14,500 
position. Application deadline is May 
15th. 
For detailed information regarding 
these JSC positions, contact Vicki Cox 
at the Career Planning Office, Gan-
nett Center. 
Internship Opportunity: Atlantic City 
Magazine is offering ten-week inter-
~hips in text and photo research, and 
provisional writing in conjunction 
with wrhers and editors on the staff. 
Srudents interested in applying should 
send a cover letter, resume, and 
•:::•:1al clips or writing samples to 
Mary Johnson, Editor, Atlantic City 
Magazine, 1637 Atlantic Ave., Atlan-
tic City, NJ 08401. 
(. 
Students wisi)ing to do an Internship 
or Independent Study during the 
Summer Sessions must pick up a form 
at the Office of Summer Sessions, 214 
Muller Faculty Center between the 
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
Internships Deadlines: 
To the Dean of your school-Mayl 
To Summer. Sessions-May I 1 
Approval by Summer Sessions-May18 
Independent Study Deadlines: 
To the Dean of your school-Aprill 
To Summer Sessions-April 20 
Approval by Summer Sessions-April 
30, 
Both Internship and Independent 
Study applications must be accom-
panied by a design- statement. 
The Nothing Special begins this Sun-
day at 10:00 p.m. on WICB Channel 
13, and will continue every Sunday at 
that time. 
Entry deadline for the Kappa Gamma 
Psi Annual Composition Contest is 
Thursday, April 14th at 5:00 pm. All 
I.C. students arc invited to submit en-
tries. Cash prizes will be awared, and 
all accepted entries will be performed 
before: and judged by a panel of I'.C. 
Scholl of Music faculty members on 
Sunday, April 17th at 8&15 pm in the 
Terrace 12A lounge. A reception will 
follow announcement of winners. 
Kappa Gamma Psi, a national 
professional music fraternity, will also 
hold its Open House during inter-
mission. Entertainment and refresh-
ments will be provided by fraternity 
members. All I.C. students, staff, 
faculty members, and members of the 
Ithaca community are invited. Ad-
mission is free. For entry infor-
mation, contact Carl Johengen at 273-
6584, or Christopher Trombley at 272-
1252. 
Mail for the following students is 
being held by.the Ithaca College Mail 
Department. No local address is listed 
with the College's Registrar as of 
March 31. If your name is one this 
list, mail may be picked up at the Job 
Hall Postal Station, Monday-Friday, 
8:30 am-5:00 pm. Also please com-
plete a postal change of address card. 
Elaine Apfelbaum 
Llyod Bennett 
Lorie Brown 
Laura Carp 
Jon Cosentino 
Duncan MacDonald 
Kim Maguire 
Robert Murphy 
Samuel Oloye-Martinez 
Amanda Preston 
Donna Rainone 
Beth A. Rosenberg 
Stacey Shear 
Melissa True 
Allison Wilder 
Barbara Wysocki 
• - . .,, t ·-, ·r ~ _ .. ,,,._ '" 
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Residential Ufe 
SUMMER CONFERENCE 
ASSIST ANTS - assist in the 
management of summer conferences. 
Includes some weekend commitments: 
· ,,continued from page 3. 
Salary and room provided. Coniact 
Pat Winn - 277-3313, Business Ser-
vices Offices. 
If your looking for Adventure, 
Romance, Intrigue, Social Criticism, 
Discussion, Drama, and evtn comedy 
watch The J;,lothing Special this Sun-
day and every Sunday at 10:00 p.m. 
on channel 13 WICB. ' 
ITHACA HOUSE GALLERY 
ASSOCIATION presents recent work 
by Midge Kirlan 
Apr. 8 thru Apr. 24; opening recep 
tion Apr. 8, 5-7 pm 
Fri. and Sat., 11 am to S pm 
Sun. 1 to4pm 
or by appointment 
108 N. Plain St. 
Ithaca, NY 
(607) 272-1233 
Students interested in participating in 
Ithaca College's Summer Field Ar-
chaeology Program in Italy are remin-
ded that applications are d11c May 9 at 
the Office of lnternaional Programs, 
Muller 218, Ph. 274-3306. )for further 
information please contact either 
Professor Dan Evett, Muller 319, Ph. 
274-3574 or the Office of Inter-
national Programs. 
remaining in the semester is it 
necessary to· terminate an R.A. 
with an excellent record prior 
to this incident? · Along with 
this example, there have been 
countless other inconsistencies· 
and incidents ·, of ,unchecked 
Resident Assistant irrespon-
. sibility. Lynn D' Angona is 
being used as a scapegoat. 
Her case. is being used as an· 
example by Residential Life to 
promote the image that they 
are an effic.:iently run 
organization that keeps itself 
abreast ,.of its employee ac-
tivities. ·This image is indeed a 
fallacy. 
Another question that 
comes to mind is why are 
R.A.'s who are considered 
exemplary in . demonstrating 
all the necessary attributes of a 
"good" Resident Assistant 
.,not returning for another 
year? Is it merely a case of 
R.A. burnout? No, it has to 
do with the disillusionment. 
they feel with the hypocrisy, 
politicking, and backstabbing 
that permeates the Residential 
Life System. 
HIiiei Election Brunch- If you are a dorm resident, 
Sunday, April 17th, 10:30-12:30 p.m. you are indirectly helping to 
,in the Crossroads. Nominations for pay the salary of yourR.A. 
positions must be in the Hillel office and for the "living/learning" 
before sunday. Posit ions are; experience of Residential Life. 
President, V.P. of Programming, Should you not have a voice as 
v.P. of Publicity, Treasurer, Af- to who guides your experience, 
filiation Secretary, Student Gover- and what that experience may 
nment Representative, Editor of the entail? One of the vehicles 
Jewish Connection, Ritual Coor- open to you to express your 
dinator, and Friends of Israel needs is the method of, 
form of expression has been 
denied to Eastman Hall. This 
for(;es us to ask,the fi;,U9.~qg. 
questions: Is the Residential 
Life program providing· you 
with a "beneficial" experien-. 
ce? Does the Residential Life 
system actually consider and 
assess your needs or. do they 
merely regard-' your desires as 
not having "the full grasp of 
your living situation"(as was 
the case in Eastman Hall)? 
Where has your activity fee 
gone? These criticisms not 
only concern Eastman Hall 
but the enti~e ResidentiafLife 
community. 
We need your help and sup-
port in order to see some of 
these ~omplex questions ad-
dressed and answered by the 
central housing staff. If your 
are in aggreemeot that the ac-
tion taken against Lynn 
D' Angori~ is "unnecessarily 
harsh in view of her positive 
and enthusiastic attitude 
toward her R.A. position," 
please share your feelings with 
a member(s) of your Residen-
tial Life Staff. Please act now. 
Thank-you for your time and 
consideration . 
Sincerely, 
Lynn D' Angona 
Cinema '85 
R.A.: '82~'83 
and 
Jenifer Keller 
Sociology '83 
R.A.: '80-'81 
Representative. Only 11Hlli11les can t-.... P_e_ti_ti_o_n_. __ In~L:;;..;;.;n;;.;n~'s::.; . ...:C~as=e:i...:t~h~is;;.._ ___________ _ 
vote. 
The Maine Opera Asociation is accep-
ting applicatiuns for summer produc-
tion and administrative personnel. 
Positions include: Technical Direc-
tor/Lighting Designer; Production 
Stage Manager; Assistant to General 
Manager; Assistant to Techllical Direc-
t. and Production Assistants. 
The Opera Association's season runs 
from July 10 to August 20. . For 
detailed information check the Summer 
Jobs file at Career Planning. 
Hlke-Dikeathon 
S or 10 miles-to benfit the Arthritis 
Foundation. Sponsored by the I.C. 
Physical Therapy Association. 
Registration forms available at J.C. 
Union and Ithaca Public schools. 
Start and finish at Stewart Park.· 
Registration time on the 24th is 10:30-
1 :00. 
Please walk for the people in pain. 
PERSON AIL§ 
Sue--
Now we don't have to sneak to 
Lick It and BJ's between 7-11. 
Annie 
To the 31st-
We made it! I could never. have 
done it without you! 
AMT 
Stua~-
1 love you! Thanks I owe 
you. Mark's room's too far 
. away!! !(Not to mention too 
cold) 
Alwa:ys, Me 
Harvey, 
Stacey! 
Hi Traye-Kaye, Re-Re, Fannie, 
Pinny, Jules, and Wilsonoid, 
Love Mici(however you spell it) 
Dear Jeff, John, and Lou, 
Good luck in your track meets 
and baseball games. May 
stratemt1tic baseball be more ex-
citing than basketball· was. In-
cluding Benjy and Corky. 
Love, Laura 
P.W. 
I luv you, you nut lunatic. 
L.P. 
UUE MONEY 1111H · TAEGUT FOOD· 
-FROM OUR DRI .and BAIIEII\I.DEPTal. 
* OVERSIZE SANDWICHES . 
*SUPER SUBS 
* PIZZA e·EER SODA 
* READY TO EAT MACARO.N! SAL.AD 
* C.OOKIESv ROLLS & BREAD: 
-
FOOD STORES 
· · Saturdays Ttf Mi~ilh~ ~ SIJr:ldays ·a ·am:,~ 6 pm 
74_2_s.· .. M~a·dow St.~·.Ithaca 
. . .. "' . . ' . ~ 
.. ;.-;.. 
April 14, 19ffl3 
DSM, 
Anything wiill sound queer. 
Lew 
To iliJi~Je\ P.TER'S in 27-
1-7 thc=u:~ks tfor making last 
Friday so mucll fun for me! I 
had a great time with all of 
you. 
T.R.I.S.H. 
DearB.J. 
I think 01y big stick could be 
the one ... Well you remember 
the toast. ''Here's to the 
P-n-s I lov-e!" . 
Fondilingl}I Yours, 
The Mana~er of the Ground 
Round 
Dear RhandaJI~, . 
Who's Ru~by shirt will you 
wear next? 
The Previoms Four (D,J,S,J) 
Dear Stuart, 
If you want to make points 
with me; jGJin the · Rugby 
Team. 
Signed, R.1;3. F. . 
Dear Barb · 
Please don"t sing your per-
verted songs a:nymore. 
The Upper 1',erraces 
BArb and Randi 
Be preparec.d for lhe Lodge 
Party ... Bring your Rulers: 
DearV.T., 
Who has shniveled what? 
· Signed, 
Down. and Dirty 
Loma,Pam; 
I saw your ad ii!J the April fools 
issue about los:itlg your virginity 
near or around the pines. Two 
questions for yt()U; Why are you 
looking for it·now, when you 
lost it three anc.d a half years ago 
and why do you wnat to find it 
when you have only a few weeks 
left? 
Love, 
Pink P'anther 
PERSONAL§ 
Ann and Sherri~ Ya know ... it 
hasn't snowed in ages. What 
do you say? Maybe ton:iorrow 
night. 
Luv y both, Ricki 
Moe Seniors, 
Best of luck always; I'm gon-
na miss you guys! 
Missalg. 
Moe.Love, 
Paine 
Our elevator ndes mean so 
much. I look forward to our 
next lone encounter. 
Love forever B.B 
ram: 
I notice the way you boogie 
to Michael Jackson, how about 
some thumb dancing with me? 
Lisa, 
Love, 
Leo 
I don't know what I'm gonna 
do without you. Best of luck 
and thanks for everything! 
Love, 
Cheryl 
Freaking Out 
Oh well, you tried. Maybe the 
Chrismas formal ... ? How are 
your toes? 
Ruffles 
Dear Make a Sandwich: 
Thanks for a great Joizay 
weekend(in the swamps of Jer-
sey). 
Love and Chemicals, 
Shell 
Janice Chic, 
Thaks for helping . me get 
through this year. Have a fan-
tasti.c summer! 
Love, Chicface 
• t .. 
Texie, 
Cheer 
Wilma. 
up. ILY. 
Holoca~t 
continuedfrompoge I 
THEITHACAN iS 
"What I do ask of you is If you are interested in 
Dearest Betterments- that you take the next few knowing mo,re about the 
It all started out with moans minutes to pay respect to the Holocaust, Oppressed Jewery, 
from the shower stall, · millions who· died, ... and. to or the situatio-n in the Middle 
Now all four beds are six inches think if you would like to be a East, Friends of Israel meets 
from the wall. victum of similar circumstan- Mondays at 5::30 in their office 
Lionel, Bread, wine and cheese, µ.~'-' __________ in_M_u_ll_e_r_Ch....;ap_e_L ____ _ 
We love you, 
floor down under 
P.S. This Is Trut 
Dear Kriss, 
Happy, happy birthday to a 
superfantastic roommate. 
We'll celebrate they way birth-
days should be celebrated, 
especially since most of our 
exams are over. DON'T OPEN 
THOSES PACKAGES YET!!! 
Love Always, 
Your Roomie,Laura 
shall we try for 3 years, with 
such a great lottery number! 
pammyanne-
1 miss you! 
love your former next 
door neighbor! 
Debbie and Donna, 
goodnight!!! I love you! 
your housemate 
Donna-
Doesn't that chair look like 
a Calvin? It has the same tag! 
guess who 
Kim - Let's get super psyched 
for London next semester. 
Tea with the Queen or what?' 
Luv ya, Ricki 
Fred- I'm glad we finally spent 
a weekend together. It took us 
long enough. No more April 
Fools jokes, Kay? 
. Luv ya, Ricki 
F~bionShow 
continued from page 6 
People came to see the 
plastic dolls from their 
childhood for laughs, to see 
their friends, or to do 
something different in Ithaca. 
Baum explained that the 
models (actresses and actors) 
were not professionals. They 
were r.egular people that 
everybo<;ly could identify 
with. High Gear has clothing 
in bright colors to spruce up a 
wardrobe. "People like to put 
together their own look," 
FasVVigil 
continuedfrompage I 
pointed at Europe. The U.S. in 
return would not deploy the 
Pershing II or it s ground laun-
ch cruise missiles. However, 
Austin contends that, "It is not 
actually a zero-zero plan 
because Britain and France, our 
allies, have 162 land-based 
missiles pointed at Russia." 
Austin continues, "The public 
must realize this because it is an 
attempt to deceive them." 
With these issues in mind, the 
Fast/Vigil is attempting to raise 
students awareness on these 
issues. They are not trying to 
form opinions or convince 
students they are right. Instead; 
they urge students to seek out 
· the facts. Austin says, 
Baum explaimed. He con-
tinued, "The clothing appeals 
to both sexes, but most of the 
clientele seems to be,,-
Metropolitam New York 
women." 
Baum looks forward to his 
September show of f~ll 
clothing. Umtil then: The 
platform will be empty, the 
stage lights wfill not glare, the 
music will not play, but people 
will be dress!fd in style and 
flare. 
"Students need to be aware, to 
be jolted out of their daily 
routine. Once tthe missiles are in 
place a freeze · becomes even 
harder. 
As the students conduct their;,: 
Fast/Vigil they hope to form a 
sense of comrnnmity among the 
people fasting, (approximately 
15) and to reaJize the power in 
solidarity. All students are 
welcome to caunp out, fast, sit 
and talk. Most of all they want 
you to become aware of the 
dangers in the deployment of 
the Pershing Ilt and the Cruise 
missile, and nuit to be deceived 
by the zero-zero plan. 
.,_ ... J 
The News Source for-Tompkins C_ounty 
· The WeatherCenter 
:· • • • ! • • 1• •••• c:} 
32-year-old Lunt Nuttle receives $1,000 
for listening to ROCK 'N' ROLL'S BEST on WVBR . 
... BUT WVBR.is giving away another 
$1,000. Every time WVBR plays 
"Satisfaction" by the Rolling St1ones, 
11Go Your Own Way" by Fleetwood 
Mac and 1 'Rock the Casbah'' by the 
Clash together,· back to back, be the 
93rd caller and win ... $1 ,000! 
Yt>u can ·be the hext winner! 
. JUSt-liStentO ROCK 'N' ·ROLL 0S BEST~ 
~ I , .', 1 ' • ' • ~ , ' '1 ' ', ' ' • , - \ ' ' '. . '.~. •!:- ,. 
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Herpes 
continued from page I 
WOMEN CAPTURE 
INVITATIONAL MEEt·· 
defense system attacking the 
virus. The blisters will then 
ulcerate, or · errupt, and scab 
over and heal within a week. 
The herpes lesions are slightly 
painful as they burn, itch, and 
annoy; they should be kept 
clean and dry. 
The herpes infection is a virus 
and its accompanying sym-
-~,.~toms are not much different 
from those caused by other 
viruses: head and muscle ·ache, 
fever, vaginal and penile 
discharge, painful urination, 
and general malaise. During the 
outbreak rest, relaxation, 
vitamins, good foods, and lots 
of fluids are a must. This will 
allow the body's immunological 
systems to function effectively. 
StTess, tension, and fatigue 
disrupt one's immunities 
working order; herpes recurren-
ces are directly related to these 
periods of mental strain. In 
students, herpes recurrences are 
extremely common during final 
exams. This expectable 
recurrence in student· sufferers 
could be avoided by good health 
.Qractices. Vitamin C, and zinc 
have both been found to aid the 
body's defense mechanisms 
against the herpes virus. 
by Heather Trussell 
This past weekend Ithaca 
College hosted the 2nd ai11nual 
I.C. Women's Trac:k In-
vitational. Despite the dismal 
weather, the Bombeas ran 
away with first place !beating 
powerhouse Cornell, SUNY 
Binghamton, Fredonia :and the 
University of Dublin (Ireland). 
The first race of the cDay, the 
10,000 meter (6.2 mile:s), was 
an indication of the Bor.nlJer' s 
intentions as Mar-yLynn 
Pastizzo completed the 24 lap 
race in school record style 
39:54, capturing 3rd plruce. 
Not far behind was Jenn 
Farrington with an impressive 
personal best of 41 :18. 
Congratulations are in order 
as both performances 
qualified for regionals. 
Equally impressive 11?as the 
4xl00 relay team, speeding it 
home with a . 9:59, good 
enough for 2nd place. 
Jn the 5000 meter rac,e (3. l 
miles) school record holder 
Ellen Steeves ran to a kd place 
finish while Chris Voss exerted 
a fine effort capturing 4th. In 
the 100 meter hurdles, ver-
satile Caryl Senn to•()k 1st 
while Beth Alfano sprinted 
and jumped home for 6th 
place. 
National qualifier Rose 
Danielle proved to e"Veryone 
that she had her wheaties for 
breakfast as she turnczci in a 
fine effort in the 4xI110 meter 
relay, a 6th place in ·the 1 ~ 
meter dash, and a 1st !Place m 
the high jump. Diana Dudiak 
also nelped dominate that 
event with a 3rd place leap of 
4' JO". 
The 1,500 meter race proved 
to be the favorite with a field 
of 18 runners, but visiting 
P.T. senior Patty Lovell ran a 
determined 4:59, good enough 
for 4th place- not too shabby 
considering the 1st place 
finisher was Ireland's national 
champion in ~hat event. Also 
ruumug will m that race was 
Maryellen Mclane. 
In the 400 meters, Sharon 
Scherman and Jenifer Arndt 
booked it home in I :02 and 
I :03 respectively for 2nd and 
3rd places. Colleen Nuschke 
turned in a fine 2nd place in 
the triple and long jumps and 
was also a key factor in the 
success of the 800 meter 
.medley, which with the 
assistance of Mary Ware, 
Denise Merrill and Jill Busby 
captured 1st place. 
Not having quite enough in 
the 10,000 meters Marylynn 
Pastizzo came back for more 
capturing an impressive 4th 
place in the 3000 meters with 
Chris Voss and versatile 
Marisa Sutera also doubling. 
Sutera also ran against a tough 
\. 
Jeff Flanders lets his javelin fly this past week durilJg the Har-
twick meet. For more men's track and field, turn to the 
Ithaca Round-up on page 19. 
.____,,_,,,,,--,,.,,,....-,----,,-,,----,---,-~-,-.---e:,---..,,...--..,.,.. ..... 
field in the 400 hurdles but and Cioffi also paired worthy discipline. Some fme per or-
pulled a determined 4th place of notable 2nd and 4th palces mances are anticipated by in-
with Michelle T;rnzel equally ln the discus. juried Collen Murphy as she 
impressive with a close 5th The Bombers are now 2-0 as will be able to compete soon 
place. · they downed Hartwick last and will be a key factor in the 
In the field events Kim week 113-32. Coach Buettner 3,000 and 5,000 meter races. 
Bouck, Dee Dee Cioffi and attributes the team's success to The Bombers see a busy week 
captian Andrea Notron it's depth in all around events, ahead as they travel to 
dominated the sho with 1,4,& in addition to each girl's Binghamton Wed. and Albany 
6th places respectively. Bouck talent, dete!:__mi_n~tion and on Saturday. 
Recent medical development 
of anti-viral agents:Adenine 
Arabinoside, Aciclovir, 2-
Deoxy-d-glucose, as well as 
laser treatments, have proven to 
be successful in treating herpes. 
Once contacted, the virus will 
always lie in latency in the spinal 
cord's ganglia. It can be kept in 
this dormacy with proper 
medical treatment, in order to 
avoid the extreme herpes virus 
infection of the brain or eyes. 
·.-Ithaca College Health Center 
offers medical treatment to 
those with the herpes virus, anct 
answers questions to those who 
just want to further their kn-
···House of Shalimar 
owledgeof this epidemic. An ex-
- =.fiemely informative and 
thorough analysis of the causes, 
effects, and possible cures of the 
herpes simplex virus is con-
tained within Dr. Richard 
Hamilton's The Herpes 
Book(L.A., Cal.,J.P. Tarcher 
Inc., 1980). Also for further in-
formation, one might phone the 
Herpes HotUne:l !800!277-8922 
offered by The Herpes Research 
Center in Palo Alto, California, 
the best non-profit herpes 
research center in the States. 
Contacting this undurable, 
communacable disease can be 
both . physically and 
psychologically painful. Social 
alienation, which herpes patien-
ts have imposed upon them-
selves, can be avoided. The 
Ithaca College Counseling Cen-
~fur offers individual conferences 
for those struggling with the 
herpes simplex virus. 
Herpes is ttan~mited by con-
.Y,.c.t- Therefore,: each and 
everyone of us possesses the 
ability to help halt this elevating 
epidemic, by b'eing 
knowledgeable and careful of 
the disease. Herpes is only a 
virus and can be controlled; it 
need not cause the social 
stigmitiz.ation · of its sufferers 
like the lepers of space age. As 
a social disease, it is a social 
responsibility for each of us.· 
We are all potential victims by 
_ . ~e of the presence of our 
' skin, cells, and spinal cords. 
Center' Itlia~a * The Commons * Pyramid· Mall 
: 273-7939 257-2222 . 
. • ..... '.. . . 
DANSKIN~NOT JUST FOR DANCING,. 
NO MATTER WH{RE YOU'RE HEADED. GO IN THE NEW COTTON COLLECTION FROM DANSKIN.~ LEOTARDS.- TIGHTS; 
LEGWARMERS ... EVERYTHING RIGHT DOWN TO THE SOCKS IS MADE OF COOL, NATURAL COTTON. ADD A TOUCH OF NYLON AND 
LYCRA"' FOR FIT AlND )'OU"RE OF.FIN THE SOFTEST, MOST ABSORBENT. MOST MIXABLE MATCHABLES DANSKIN EVER MADE. , 
..___ __ 
, -· .. · 
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FOCUS ON· 
~ports THE (R)EVOLUTJON 
:. 
/ 
by Dave Fischer 
- - OF BA'SEBALL 
No doubt about it; I was thouroughly disgusted. And 
when I get disgusted (which has been happening all too often) 
I feel the need to be disgusted in this little run-down, 
foreboding bar (which has clearly been happening all too of-
---ten}, I had just read about the "Yankee Shuffle" and how 
Mr. George M. Steinbrenner III had tap-danced over the head 
of yet another manager. As I began to contemplate the future 
of major league baseballr a little run-down, foreboding old 
man wobbled onto the barstool beside me. His hand clutched 
a wrinkled copy of the New York Post; I knew he was strictly· 
strictly · 
a sports fan. After several licks of his thumb the elderly gent 
reached the sports page, only to reveal that Billy Ball was 
back in town. With confidence building, I leaned over and 
started this conversation: 
That Steinbrenner's really something, isn't he? Always got 
his team in the papers. 
A wh, the media eats this stuff right up. If would be better for 
everybody if he just shut his mouth and let his team get in the 
papers by winning. 
Sure, winning speaks for itself but there's a fight for New 
York ag~nst the Mets. The more ink about the Yankees the 
more seats get filled in the Stadium. 
Well, I remember when I was a kid and we had the Yankees, 
Giants and dodgers all in New York, and you didn't hear 
<Jnyone complaining about attendance, Iha! 'sf or sure. 
' Yeah, who do you think was better--Mantle, Mays or Snider? 
I don't know who was better, but I do know this: They were 
the three best centerfielders in history and all three played in 
New York at the same time. 
My Dad says the players back then were much better, 
anyway. 
They had to be better, just to brea,k i11. You only had 16 
major league teams and a string of bw;h leagues spreading 
from here to the San Andreas Fault. Today's batting champ 
was y~terday 's Triple A ballplayer. Expansion was bad for 
the game, I tell you. They have almt!JSI abolished the minors 
and now these rookies breaking in .don't even know which 
base to throw to. In today's game the talent is spread too 
thin, I mean a good shortstop nowa.days is one who hits his 
weight. · 
Did you ever stop and think that tlhe players of yesteryear 
weren't that much better, but we just tnade '.legends out of 
them? 
DiMaggio, Williams, Musial? · Of course these guys are 
legends. And more importantly they were treated like legen-
ds. When WW II broke out these guys went out and fought 
for their country and gave kids someone to look up to. You 
didn't see Bob Feller running off fa, play in the Canadian 
League over some silly war, did you?" /Jack then a guy played 
his whole career for one team. As .a Jan, you were able to 
identify with your team because it didn't change every year 
like these Yankees. A young kid really looked up to a 
DiMaggio like a hero and the Clipper lcnew it, too. He always 
acted like he was setting an example Jar some kid watching. 
And those newsmen only printed the heroics on the field, not 
what happened off the field or during contract negotiations. 
In my day there was no such thing as arbitration or free agen-
ts. Either you felt honored to be playing pro baseball or you 
didn't play. Hell, Mantle once hit .3J5 and took a JO-percent 
cut in salary. I just heard where so1'11e .250 lifetime hitter is 
holding out for a half-million .or demands to be traded. 
Demands, I say. · 
Don't you understand. Today's pla~er is standing up for his 
rights. He's not a slave that the teatr.1 owner can manipulate. 
Aii athlete only has a few solid years of service and wants to 
be compensated for it and get fimancial security for his 
family;· continued on p. 18 
STUDENTS OF ITHACA 
JFAC'f: 
1iF YOU NEED TUITION MONEY$$$$ 
Q. WE CAN FIND I'lr 
NA TIONA1L §1IUDENT SERVllC1ES 1Hl:AS JFHNA1L1L Y lREACHEID ITHACA. 
A recent survey * estimates that over $3,000,000,000.00 dollars in student schlolarships, 
loans and part time jobs are available to qualified students who apply for ai,d • The 
secret lies in knowing where and for what to apply. 
* We lhlsve froWJir sepacrafl:e ccmp1111terr s0ll"wnccas ftlhlsf! weBB li"ew'!aO tlhe S@l\llli"C®Sa 
1) Financial Aid-Finder O We will locate from 5-25 financial aid sources for your higher education, 
0 
or your service fee will be refunded. · 
2) Co'llege matching service : directed at high school juniors and seniors or potential transfer students. 
3) A hl . d h. . 'fhere_are literally millions of dollars in athletic awards that go. unused t etic awa~ s mate ing service: every year. 
~)GRADUATE school/Professional school : millions of dollars in scholarships a.re available. 
. . 
,---~-----------------------------------~--------------------------, 
·I I 
Please Send Free Information 
I 
I 
I 
, . 
So be smart Ith~ca, fill out the 
coupon f <,r your application and 
information Name of Studen.._ _______ _ 
Please send thi<; coupon to • 
I 
*survey by the American Legion's ~ucation and seholarship 
program. 
NATIONAL STUDENT SERVICES: 
Box 6523, Ithaca, NY : 
148-51 : 
I 
Address--------
City State..__Zip._ __ 
Telephone Number _____ _ 
State the application you would like _____ _ 
·-------------------------~------------~---..-----------------------
,.;;1;.;..8_ffl_E_ITHA.;.." _.. . ;C~A.;.,;N _____________ ,---~--~-----..:.....---------A __ p__ ril.'_1_4,_1_98_3 
r FOCUS0° 
continued from p. 17 
The poor babies. I worked 45 years in the factory and I never 
starved. You get ballplayers tod(ly making more money than 
the President, and I'll bet you that Reagan would rim out a 
pop-up. I don't like long-term contracts because the incentive 
to perform is gone. That's the problem, the standard of play 
has gone down, not necessarily because the players are worse 
but because the incentive to be the best is gone. If a player 
doesn't do well in New York, well then Seattle or Toronto will 
be glad to pay for him. When I was a kid, being a Yankee was 
like being God. Back then there was a special mystique that 
surrounded a ballplayer. Today, the papers tell you how 
much he makes and how many girlfriends he has. 
·· But the public wants to know more a_bout the player as a per-
son. These guys don't just play baseball anymore. They're 
public figures, making commercials, and everything. A p_ro 
ballplayer's face is easily recognized because it's on the tube 
so much. An athlete has good market value. 
WOME-N- LAXERS 
TROUNCE .U of R. 
U D .. ._ 
by Fiona Stark the day against Niagara Club , two goals with Lisa Monacelli 
After a week of rain and at 12:30. On Monday, Ithaca adding one. Sophomore Lynn 
three games cancelled, the . w~II. l~ok to avange a loss to D' Angona set. the pace of the 
women's lacrosse team won its D1v1s1on I Colgate. game by makmg her presence 
second game by trouncing "This will be the toughest know on_ the fiel~. .. 
University of Rochester, 23-4. game 9f our season to date," Composite Scon~g. for Varsity 
Ithaca score first,- only to said Golden. "They will come Katz, 5-2, W1lhams, 5-0, 
have Rochester answer with ready for good competition." Stark, 4-2, Burgart, 2-3, 
one of their own to tie the Ithaca will then travel to K_lecha, 2-0, Cohen, . 1-2, Ep-
score, J-1. Ithaca then took Lock Haven on Wednesday to pmg~r, 1-1, Yums, 1-0, 
command of the game and play a game that was post- Mernll, 1-0, Parry, 1-0, Mur-
scored 16 unanswered goals in _poned earlier in the season. phy, 0-4, Kane, 0-1, Brady, o: 
the first half. The Varsity "B" team also I. 
Leading the scoring for defeated Universi~y . of 
Ithaca was Kathy Katz with Rochester, 3-2, to mcrease 
five goals . and two assists, their record to 1-0-1. 
Daphne Williams with five Rosem~ry Fitzgerald scored 
goals, and Fiona Stark with i;:===========il 
four goals and two assists. learn to 
The players talk about themselves as entertainers and I resent 
that, The fans don't need the players, oh no, the players need 
the fans. If people don't show up at the games and pay high 
ticket prices, the players would never collect their million-
dollar paychecks. Sarah Burgart and Mary §KYD1I"'lTE 
- Klecha each added two goals. .ll V/ 
Roses 
Fresh 
Rower 
Bouquets,1 
Corsages 
Come on. Baseball's price of admission is still the best buy 
for a family. And as for huge salaries, I say good for the 
piayers. Let them take all they can while they still have two 
good knees. For your information, the owners agree to pay· 
the money, they'[~ not held at gunpoint. 
When I was a kid, a whole family owned the team. Now a 
gigantic corporation buys a team because it's a great invest-
ment. They don't really care about the players or the fa,:,s, 
,Jjust as long as the books show a profit. When a f ami/y owned 
a team they showed pride in the organization and were active 
in the community. You don't hear about Wrigleys or Carpen-
ters any more, do you? 
Listen, old man, I don't want to argue with you. The main 
thing is that things change and baseball has changed with 
them. Even though our national pastime has gone through 
changes, the bases are still ninety feet apart and I love the 
game. 
"We ·had the opportunity to 
play different combinations," 
said coach Andrea Golden.·. 
"The players really showed 
how they can play in· the dif-
ferent positions." 
"I thought Leslie Murphy 
played well in the center and 
had nice connections with 
Daphne Williams. Kathy Katz 
added value at first home, 
while Janet Eppinger was able 
to make the transition between 
attack and defense," added 
Golden. 
Ithaca will travel to Oneon-
ta tomorrow, before they 
begin a week of tough com-
petition. Ithaca will play host 
to the Quebec National team 
on Sunday at 2:00, with the 
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TRAIN AND JUMP THE 
SAME DAY 
NO APPOINTMENT 
NECESSARY 
Cl.ASSES EVERY S~I. & Sun. 
al IO-Bl sharp 
lake Rt 96. 30 minut,-, nnrlh 
of hha,·a, !urn lrfl al Happ~ 
Landini: Rt·l"lauranL 2 mile .. to 
(hid -\irpnrl on l'ari,h Roail 
607-869,5601 ..,,.rkrrnl, 
6117·387-601-i ,.,·,·kday, 
Weekend Specials: 
*Tulips, imported 
from Holland: 
75 /Ea., 499/10 
*Mini-Carnations 
399/Bunch 
The Pl~ntation l 
I 14 Ithaca Commons -
273-7231 
Open $un. 11-5 
Varsity "B" team beginning '-===$5=.oo==,li=""='ru="='"=·it="='"=i·=ad====I 
* * * 
MultiQJ Activity mSpring~ 
.,. Happening: 
April ~ 9 "" April 23 
oLunch with friends 
.C~mmunity Picnic 
.Big-Top Extravaganza 
.Hike hike 
.Sunset Run 
.Candlelig.ht dinner 
&more 
Check your April calender 
Mailbox Flyers 
Three Panet'iBoard-Union 
Ithacan Article 
Pos~rs 
.Staff 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~nl~~~~~ss,'°~lf,:U~n31~~~~~~~~~ 
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' SA VE AND A BEA.UTY! 
Senior goaltender Craig Stewart has a .589 saves percentage 
and a 8.37 goals against average 
e 
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, dc0 you know 
what's stopping you from getting the American Express' Card? 
You guessed it. 
Nothing. 
Because American Express believes in your future. Bur more than that. We believe 
in you now. And we've proving it. 
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this l)ffer is 
even good for 12 months after you graduate. 
But why should you get the American Express Card now? 
Because the Card is great for shopping. 
Whether it's a new suit for the job or a new stereo for home, the Ame:ri<::an 
Express Card is welcomed at the finest stores all over the country. And even if you 
need furniture for your place, you can do it with the Card. 
Of course, it's also great for restaurants, 
hotels, and travel. It also begins:(j establish 
your credit history-for any realli• big things 
you might need. . 
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special 
Stuaent Application or look for one at your 
college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards. 
The American Express Card. Don't leave 
school without ir.,m ' , 
Look for an application on campus~ 
ITHACA ROUND .. UP 
MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD (J.0): April 16, at Binghamton 
Invit. Ithaca enjoyed a fine week, defeating Hartwick 148-8 in a 
dual meet and then travelling to Alfred for a tri-meet with the 
Saxons and Hobart. The Bombers finished first with a score of 
98 points, their first victory over Alfred after finishing second 
behind the Saxons four times during the indoor season. Kevin 
Bishop ran well in both meets, breaking a school record in the 
3,000..meter steeplechase run with a time of 9:37 .0 against Har-
twick and winning the 1,500-meter run in the tri-meet. Steve 
Sinclair remains undefeated in his two events as the senior cap-
tured firsts in the 100- and 200-meter dashes and ran a leg on the 
winning 400-meter relay in both meets. Ithaca was also perfect 
in the 800-meter run with freshman Jon Bancone winning his 
event twice. Junior Jim Pryor and sophomore Jim Nichols have 
been key factors in the throwing events with Pryor capturing fir-
st in the hammer against Hartwick and a first in the shot at the 
tri-meet. Nichols was first in the discus and shot against Har-
twick and third and fourth in the same events at Alfred. In the 
110- and 400-meter hurdles Charlie Colligan was a winner at 
home and took second in both events at Alfred. 
MEN'S VARSITY 1ENNIS (1-1): April 14, Binghamton; April 
15, at Clarkson; April 16, at St. Lawrence. After defeating RIT 
8-1, Ithaca lost to Hamilton by the same score later in the week. 
Freshman Bob Fisher and Paul Cohodes are both at 1-1 playing 
in the number one and two singles sports, respectively. Cohodes 
had the only win in the Hamilton match and also the only loss 
against RIT. Todd Siegel was another freshman who had a 
good first week of college tennis as the number five singles 
player won against RIT, 6-2, 6-3, but then lost on Saturday, 6-7, 
7-6, 6-7. 
MEN'S JAYVEE LACROSSE (0-2): April 17, Montreal LC 
(Exh.). Ithaca had a tough opening week, losing at home to 
Cornell, 16-7, and away to Hoban, 7-2. Pete Miller was the 
leading scorer in the game against Cornell with three goals and 
one assist. Bob Szarek netted both goals for the Bombers again-
st Hobart. Freshman goaltender Pete Reardon was in the nets 
for both games and was able.to stop 28 shots. 
WOMEN'S JUNIOR V ARSIT\' LACROSSE (0-0-1): April I 5 
at Oneonta State. The Ithaca junior varisty lacrosse team star-
ted its I 983 campaign off by tying cross town rival Cornell. 
Ithaca rallied to tie after being down by three goals. Freshman 
Anne Donley led the Bomber's comeback by scoring two goals, 
including the tying goal with just four seconds left to play in the 
game. Beth Traub turned in a strong performance in goal, stop-
ping seven Cornell shots. 
MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY BASEBALL (6-1): April 14, at., 
Onondaga C.C.(2). The Bombers opened play this week and 
won six of seven games. They split a doubleheader with Broome 
C.C. winning the first 3-1 before dropping the second, 13-8. 
They went on to trounce Genesee C.C. 33-3, then swept 
Mohawk Valley C.C. 5-0, 8-2 and Finger Lakes C.C. 16-7, 7-5. 
JOhn Jorgensen picked up wins in the first game of the Broome 
C.C. and Mohawk Valley doubleheaders. Jorgensen gave up 
only two hits while striking out 10 in the shut-out of Mohawk 
Valley C.C. John Cole went Sx5 against Genesee with five rbis 
and a home run. Dave Merriman hit two home runs in the same 
game. Cole went 2x4 in the Mohawk double-header, and drove 
in three runs. Pete Auerbach picked up the win in the second 
game. Merriman hit his third home run of the year against 
Finger Lakes while Jeff Hunt went 5x7 with four rbis in the two 
games. Larry Gleit and Steve Guinan picked up their first wins 
against Finger Lakes. 
Programs at home Programs abroad 
D O,·er ZOO graduate and undergraduate O Di1on. France-French 
·· courses O Leningrad, l '.S.S.R.- Russian 
0 Approaches to Teaching Writing O Oxford. England-llusincs~ 
0 English as a Foreign Language Administration 
0 Forensics Institute O Quito, Ecuado~.:..spanish 
D Go\'ernment Internship~ 0 F1esolc. Italy- Italian 
0 High School Programs O Trier. Wes1 Germany-German 
0 lntercuhural Training O Greece- Life and Thought 
0 lnterpreca1ion and Translation in Ancient Greece 
Institute 
Send more information: 0 Language Courses D Literary Criticism 
0 Washingion Laboratory 
0 Writers Conference 
Name _________ _ 
Sessions 
Pre-May 23-Junc 17 
First-June 7-July 9 
8-Week Cross Session-June 7-July 29 
6-Weck Cross Session-June 27-August 5 
Second-July I I-August 12 
Address----------
-------ZlP--~-
C'.all (202) 625-1!106 or mail to: 
SSCE-Gcorgctown l 'ni\·crsity 
306 lmercultural Ccmer 
Washington. D.C. 20057 37 
1,1 
r 
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SP RTS 
SPRING SPORTS·HOT 
by Dave Fischer 
Give the Bomber baseball 
squad an inch and they'll take a 
mile. Th.is was the case Tuesday 
on Freeman Field as Ithaca 
swept a doubleheader from 
Oneonta State, 12-3 and 8-3. 
The wins extend the Bomber 
winning streak to seven games 
and makes their overall record 
11-2. Last week's victory over 
Co'mell gives Ithaca a 3-1 record 
in the EIBL, which is the Red 
Men's conference. 
In the opener, lefty Dave 
Axenfeld struck out six batters 
and went the distance to record 
his fourth victory against no 
defeats. 
!_•: Axenfeld now has 17 career 
wins, tying him with Greg 
Paterniti ('71-'74), Karl Speffen 
('75-'78), and Doug DeCarr 
('78-'81) on the all-time win list. 
Second baseman Ed Sands 
was the afternoon's hitting star 
by going 4x6 with 2 rbi's. Sand 
has now hit safely in the last iO 
games and is 13x21 (.619) with 8 
rbi's during this stretch. 
"I like hitting seventh 
because the pitchers don't fool 
around," said Sands. "You get 
a majority of fastballs,. which I 
like to hit, because the pitcher 
doesn't want to walk me to put 
people on (base) for the top of 
the order." 
'-- Going into this season Sands 
is fourth on the all-time batting 
list with a .396 average, but he 
· -~ has never hit high in the order. 
be more aggressive and there are · first baseman, transt'orming a 
usually men on base ahead of pop-up into a sacrifice fly. 
me, so I get the opportunity to Ithaca scored four more runs 
get a hit and drive them in." in the sixth, the big blow being 
The Bombers art! also Greg Egan's 3-run double with 
aggressive on the basepaths for- the bases loaded. Egan showed 
cing the ball to be thrown his power to all fields by going 
around. In the first inning after with a curve ball and sending it 
Dave Dasch singled, Tim off the right field fence. 
Barone followed with a single to · In the nightcap the Bombers 
right. _On the throw to third also scored quickly with seven 
trying to get Dasch, Barone runs in three innings. David 
went for the extra base and the Murray went 3x3 with two 
Oneonta thirdbaseman's throw doubles, an rbi, and one run 
went wild, allowing Dasch to scored. 
score and moving Barone to Pitcher Keith Meyer (3-0) 
third. Kurt DeLuca's rbi single went the distance for his second 
gave Ithaca a 2-0 lead. consecutive outing and gave up 
With help from two Oneonta three hits. In his last 14 innings 
shortstop errors Ithaca scored Meyer has yielded five hits and 
six· more runs, only three of allowed one earned run, main-
them earned, in the fourth in- taining his ERA below 1.00. 
ning. Again aggressive base More to his credit, Meyer 
"I don't like batting first 
because a lead-off man has to 
be choosy, and I, m not ..1-_D_a_v_e_D_(IS_ch_s,_·n_g_les_in_It_h_a_ca_'_s_l 2_-_3_w_,_·n_o_v_e_f_O_n_e_o_n_ta_S_t_a_te_. __ 
1 
choosy," said Sands. "Batting 
second you have to give the 
runner a chance to steal by 
taking some pitches and I like to 
running created runs where 
none seemed to be, and this 
frustrates an opponent. 
swing the bat." . 
"By hitting seventh, and 
maybe it's a mental thing, I can 
! 
The play that took tbe fight 
· out of Oneonta was when 
Barone tagged-up and scored 
from third on a foul out to the 
J. ' •: I ' 
walked just two Oneonta hitters 
and stayed in control of his 
rhythm. Going mostly with a 
slider Meyer has seemed to 
develop a strategy on attacking 
hitters, and it's working. 
LAXERSROMP 
''Astro" makes his mov~ to the cage in IC win over Siena. 
t,y Doug Clauson 
Led by the play of attackmen Derek Keenan and Mike 
Winkoff, Ithaca jumped out to a 9-0 first half lead en-route to 
a.n easy 18-6 win over Alfred yesterday on South Hill. 
Keenan pQt the ball in the cage four times in the first half and 
once in the second while Winkoff had three goals as the Bom-
bers took control of the contest from the start. 
"We could have easily taken Alfred lightly, but we didn't. 
We took control of the game from the start and had a great first 
guarter," said coach Ray Rostan. 
Ithaca's offense tailed off in the second and third quarters. 
However, led by reserves P.R. Jones and Pete Greene the bom-
bers took control again in the fourth quarter to produce the final 
winning margin. 
The victory over Alfred coupled with an 18-8 victory over 
Siena last Saturday, left the Bombers with a 5-1 overall record. 
Ithaca is currently ranked fourth in the nation in the latest 
USlLA coaches poll. 
Leacling scorer Chris Asterino took a shot in the neck during 
the second half and had to be taken to the hospital. The injury 
proved to be minor and Rostan said that Asterino will be ready 
for Sat~day's game against RPI at home. 
RPI has only beaten Ithaca once in 12 tries, Ithaca winning 
last year's contest 8-3. 
"RPI is fairly similar to Alfred. They are strong on attack, 
. but if we play well and take control from the start we should 
bandle them pretty easily," said Rostan. 
lthaca Notes: The Bombers suffered a setback this past week 
when senior defenseman and co-captain John Lamb was injured 
in Saturd~y's game against Siena. Lamb suffered a separated 
shoulder and will probably be lost for the remainder of the 
season ... Winkoff is currently the leading active player for the 
Bombers with career totals of 22 goals and 43 assists. 
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Second baseman Ed -Sands 
sports a 10-game hitting streak 
and is 13~1 for a .619 average 
and 8 rbi's during bis sueak. 
-A raxture in the infield for 
tfiree years, Sands lias a .396 
career batting average and is 
fourth on the all-time list. For 
bis fine performance, The 
Ithacan honors ·Ed Sands as 
Athlete of the Week . 
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